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We are now offering our Books By Mail patrons Gale Group InfoTrac Resources! In an effort to
bring electronic information resources to as many New Mexicans as possible, the New Mexico
State Library is providing databases of magazines and journals to libraries and patrons via the
Internet. The New Mexico State Library has chosen InfoTrac, a highly regarded resource of
content-rich authoritative information through the Internet. The InfoTrac databases contain over
4,277 magazines and journals, 2,969 of them with full-text and full-image with the remainder
offering abstracts to the articles. InfoTrac is a product of Gale Group, a major vendor of library
magazine and journal subscriptions to libraries.
Access to the databases is controlled through specific usernames and passwords which are
established for constituent libraries and patrons throughout New Mexico. Each library is authorized
to provide these usernames and passwords to its clients, students or patrons, thus giving access to
any New Mexico citizen with Internet access.
The Gale logon screen for NMSL Direct and Rural Services patrons is
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/nmlibdrsb (The password is: cactus)
Copyright requirements are covered by the arrangements that the Gale Group makes with the
journals and magazines it includes in the databases.
*We ask that you mention you are a Books By Mail patron when contacting the following numbers.
For information or help contact either:
Mark Adams 1-800-477-4401 or
Teresa Martinez (505) 476-9781 or 1-800-395-9144
For information on how to use the database contact:
Reference 1-800-876-2203
For information from the New Mexico State Library, visit the web site at
http://www.nmstatelibrary.org.
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HOW TO ORDER:
Send us your NAME and ADDRESS and the Catalog Numbers of the books you wish to read.
BOOKS BY MAIL
Mail to:

New Mexico State Library
1209 Camino Carlos Rey
Santa Fe, NM 87507-5166
or use the Order Request Sheets included with your last order of books or
Email to:

teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us
veronica.tapia@state.nm.us

Or

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-395-9144

DAY OR NIGHT

**Due to U.S. Postal Service practices your order may take up to 2
weeks to reach you and to return to us. Also due to these delays, we
encourage calling or emailing us with your order so it can get to you
that much faster.
Your books, a new order sheet, and the return postage will arrive in a special canvas bag to be used when
returning materials to the BOOKS BY MAIL office. The due date for the books to be returned will be
stamped on the back inside cover of each book. If you are unable to return your books by the due date,
please send a note or call 1-800-395-9144 giving us the Title, Author, and Due Date. These books will be
renewed for an additional three weeks.
For any reference questions you may have, you can direct them to our Reference Bureau at
reference@state.nm.us. We ask that you mention you are a Books By Mail patron when contacting them.

You can visit the New Mexico State Library web site at http://www.nmstatelibrary.org or if you
do not have access to the internet you can visit your nearest public library and access our website
there. Under the Catalogs tab, Books By Mail, you will be able to access some of our latest
catalogs. If you would prefer not to receive the paper version of the quarterly catalog and
would rather access it online, please let us know so we can adjust our records. Thank you for
using Books By Mail.
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* HIGH DEMAND TITLES !!!
Some delays in filling orders are unavoidable when a new catalog or supplement
is sent out to several hundred households, so if a book is not available at the time
of your request, it will be put on reserve and mailed to you when it becomes
available. You will not need to reorder the book(s). Reordering the book(s) will
only delay orders that much longer. We appreciate your patience.
SPANISH BOOKS
Books in Spanish are available for children and adults. Some editions
are bilingual.

LARGE PRINT BOOKS
When ordering titles with the prefix “LP” (Large Print) please specify that you only want the titles
in Large Print, otherwise, if the title is available in regular print, it will be substituted, and if it is
not, we will send you the “LP” title. We hope this will minimize the waiting time on high demand
titles and also save the Large Print for patrons who can only read Large Print, which is a smaller
collection. Thank You.
BOOKS-BY-MAIL provides library services to those who are not reached by public libraries. Call
our toll free number 1-800-395-9144 and leave your requests on the 24 hour recording. Give us
your name, mailing address, the catalog numbers of the books you wish to read. If calling to renew
a book, give us the same information mentioned above along with the original due date of your
book(s).

The Rural Services Program (Books By Mail and Bookmobiles) is funded with a grant from
the Institute of Museum and Library Services which administers the Library Services and
Technology Act.
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RURAL BOOKMOBILES:
EAST

WEST

P.O. Box 1163
Tucumcari, NM 88401
Phone: 575-461-1206
Staff: Paula White, Aleta Smith,
Geraldine Marquez
Counties Served: Chaves, Curry, Eddy,
Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay,
Roosevelt, San Miguel

1000 Main Street NW, Bldg. 16-A
Los Lunas, NM 87031
Phone: 505-841-5250
Staff: Wendy Roberts, Toni-Lynn Hart,
Robert Marquez
Counties Served: Catron, Cibola, Grant,
Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro,
Valencia

NORTHEAST
P.O. Box 97
Cimarron, NM 87714
Phone: 575-376-2474
Staff: Betty Palmer, Leroy Chavez,
Charri Richards
Counties Served: Colfax, Guadalupe,
Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel,
Sandoval, Taos, Union

The Bookmobiles are a part of the Rural Services Program. Contact the Bookmobile
headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at
http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to
access them. Users of the Rural Services Program may also take advantage of the Library
for the Blind & Physically Handicapped, which provides audio material for the blind,
reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more
information about this program call 1-800-456-5515 or access them online at the above

link, under the Direct & Rural Services tab, LBPH.

Books By Mail Patron Comment Form
You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space
needed can be used on the backside of this form. Thank you for your time.
Name: (Optional) ____________________ ID# (Optional) 1M- ___________
Address: (Optional) ______________________________________________
City/State/Zip: (Optional) _________________________________________
1.

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your
family, we would love to hear it.______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

2.

Any comments or suggestions about our service?___________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

CATEGORY CODES
What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give
you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will
appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

Happy Reading!

ADV
AGY
ANI
ANT
ART
AUT
BIO
BLI
BUS
CAR
CKG
COM
CUR
DIT
DRA
EDU
ENV
FAM
FAN
FIC
FIN
GAM
GAR
GRA

Adventure
Anthology
Animals
Antiques/
Collectibles
Art/Architecture
Automotive
Biography/
Autobiography
African-American
Interest
Business/
Economics
Career/Jobs
Cooking
Computer
Current Events
Dictionary/
Thesaurus
Drama/Films/
Plays
Education
Environmental
Family/Marriage
Fantasy
General Fiction
Investments/
Personal Finance
Games/Puzzles
Gardening
Graphic Novels

HEA
HIF
HIS
HMR
HOB
HOL
HOR
HUM
JVE
JVI
JVP
JVY
LAN
LAT
LIF
LIT
LTC
MED
MLC
MOT
MOV
MUS
MYS
NAT
NEW
NTV
OCC
OCF

Health/Diet/Exercise
Historical Fiction
History
Home Repair/
Decorating
Hobbies/Crafts
Holidays
Horror
Humor
Juvenile/Ages 5-8
Juvenile/Ages 8-12
Juvenile/Preschool
Juvenile/Ages 13-18
Language
Latin Fiction
Lifestyle
Literature/Classics
Literature/
Contemporary
Medical
Multi cultural
Inspirational/
Motivational
Movie/TV Tie-In
Music/Dance
Mystery
Nature
New Age
Native American
Occult
Occult Fiction

PAR
PHI
PHO
POE
POL
POP
PDY
REC
REF
REL
RFL
ROM
SCI
SEX
SFF
SOC
SPA
SPO
SUS
SW
TAX
TRD
TRF
TRU
WES
WOM
XMS

Parenting/
Childbirth
Philosophy
Photography
Poetry
Politics
Popular Culture
Psychology/
Self Help
Recovery
Reference/
General
Religious
Reference/
Foreign Languages
Romance
Science
Sexuality
Science Fiction
Sociology
Spanish
Sports/
Recreation
Suspense
Southwest
Tax Preparation
Travel/Domestic
Travel/Foreign
True Crime
Western
Women’s Studies
Christmas

ADV

Adventure



Altered State

Pendleton, Don
ADV



Paradox

Archer, Alex

AZ-0350

(Rogue Angel, No. 21) Hired by the U.S. Government to find the
truth about what is thought to be the remains of Noah's Ark,
archaeologist Annja Creed must escort a group of militant
fundamentalists through civil unrest in eastern Turkey, and soon
discovers that there is a traitor in their midst.
ADV



ADV



Dangerous Tides

Pendleton, Don

AZ-0231

(Deathlands, No. 88) Ryan Cawdor and his band of warrior
survivalists find themselves pitted against sec men and whitecoats
while on board a refurbished train where a psionic baron is
conducting a terrifying experiment that targets stolen children.

ADV



Dark Alliance

Pendleton, Don
ADV



Janus Trap

Axler, James

ADV



Fire Zone

Pendleton, Don



AZ-0389

(Outlanders, No. 51) Kane and his band of Cerberus rebels join a
beautiful, mysterious guerilla leader in her fight against a relentless
army of demons who are kidnapping humans and taking them into
their subterranean netherworld.

ADV



Killing Game

Pendleton, Don
ADV



AZ-0274

Black ops team Trident Force, handpicked to fight the War on Terror
at sea, must put themselves in harm's way when a mysterious terrorist
known only as Sea Hawk deploys underwater mines, disrupting cargo
operations around the world and causing economic and political
chaos.
ADV



ADV



Lethal Compound

Pendleton, Don

AZ-0083

When a secret chamber is discovered inside Egypt's Sphinx,
adventurer Gabriel Hunt pursues leads from a remote Greek island to
a stone fortress in Sri Lanka where he is caught up by a deadly
confrontation that could decide the fate of the world.

ADV



Mission: Apocalypse

Pendleton, Don
ADV



AZ-0196

(SuperBolan, No. 128) Teaming up with a band of dubious
associates in order to prevent a dirty bomb from crossing into the
United States, Mack Bolan finds his mission further complicated by a
cult leader who has raised a massive army of disaffected Soviet and
South American veterans.

The Hunt for Atlantis

Mc Dermott, Andy

AZ-0349

(The Executioner, No. 372) When a billionaire prepares to lead a
secret archaeological expedition into the border triangle between
Afghanistan, China, and Tajikistan, Mack Bolan goes undercover as a
foreign mercenary to stop this madman from getting his hands on a
priceless treasure.

Hunt Through the Cradle of Fear

Hunt, Gabriel

AZ-0348

(SuperBolan, No. 130) Mack Bolan joins forces with a gorgeous
Russian agent to stop a French cyber terrorist group from launching
an attack on Yankee Stadium that could ultimately wipe out the
world's information systems.

Sea Hawk

Howe, Michael

AZ-0271

(The Executioner, No. 371) Mack Bolan, putting his combat and
survival skills to the test, must retrieve a shipment of gold, which has
been stolen by the leader of an African rebel group, before it is used
to fund a revolution.

Warlord of the Pit

Axler, James

AZ-0195

(The Executioner, No. 370) Tracking down a missing American
journalist who was attempting to expose the key players of a
dangerous drug cartel, Mack Bolan is captured by a vicious drug lord
at the head of a conspiracy to take over the government.

AZ-0087

(Outlanders, No. 50) When the forefront assassin of the defeated
Original Tribe technological shaman race successfully traps the
original Cerberus warriors in a matrix of perception-altering
protocols, the true warriors struggle to return to the real world before
the assassin destabilizes the Earth's defenses.
ADV

AZ-0082

(The Executioner, No. 369) Infiltrating a luxury cruise ship that has
been captured by pirates, Mack Bolan learns of their plot to use the
ship as a testing ground for a sinister chemical weapon, a mission that
is complicated by compromised anti-terrorist units and strained
international relations.

Alpha Wave

Axler, James

AZ-0270

(SuperBolan, No. 129) When rumors of a heroin operation run by
America's largest and most respected private security firm emerge
from the Middle East, Mack Bolan is sent to Kabul, Afghanistan, to
expose a traitor, and destroy a massive narco-traffic operation, with
the help of a seasoned DEA agent and local informant.

AZ-0272

When she locates the lost city of Atlantis, archaeologist Nina Wilde,
along with the help of a reclusive billionaire, his daughter, and an exSAS bodyguard, prepares to make the most important discovery in
centuries, but a powerful and enigmatic organization will do anything
to stop her.
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ADV



Biography/Autobiography

Sky Sentinels

Pendleton, Don

AZ-0275

(Stony Man, No. 103) When Iranian intelligence officers within the
U.S. kidnap three prominent Americans to demonstrate Iran's
worldwide reach, the Stony Man team must free the hostages and
stop a radical multinational plot that could ignite World War III.
ADV



BIO



AZ-0084
BIO  Barack and Michelle: Portrait of an American
Marriage
Anderson, Christopher

AZ-0273

Searching for the fabled black pearl known as the Heart of Darkness,
Indiana Jones, along with "Mac" McHale, must elude the German
and Japanese agents who are fast on their trail and survive an
encounter with an enemy like no other on the Island of the Dead
before he can claim his prize.

BIO

AZ-0193

Gilbert-Lurie, Leslie

AZ-0192
BIO

Cat lovers share their stories of feline-inspired lessons about
determination and perseverance, self-confidence and self-acceptance,
and unconditional love and loyalty, in an inspiring collection of tales.



The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind

Kamkwamba, William

AZ-0411

A guide to the buying, raising, caring, and selling of these animals for
fun and profit.

BIO



Going Rogue: An American Life

Palin, Sarah

Automotive

LP-3446

LARGE PRINT. The controversial Republican tells the story of her
Alaskan upbringing, her marriage and family life, her political career,
her religious beliefs and her rise to national prominence, in a book
where she sets the record straight about what she sees as the many
myths and lies around her and lays out a vision for America.

Traffic: Why We Drive the Way We Do

Vanderbilt, Tom

LP-3449

LARGE PRINT. One of the coauthors tells his engaging and
inspiring true story of hope, tenacity, and imagination, in which as an
African teenager he built a windmill from scraps, creating electricity
for his village and a better life for himself and his family.

ANI  Llamas and Alpacas: Small-Scale Camelid Herding for
Pleasure and Profit



LP-3448

LARGE PRINT. The author describes how her Holocaust-survivor
mother unknowingly passed to her children a legacy of fear and guilt,
planting anxieties in the author that forced her to probe the traumatic
events of her mother's childhood, in a book that shows how an
emotional legacy shaped three generations.

ANI  Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned from the
Cat: 101 Stories of Feline Life, Love and Lessons

AUT

AZ-0094

BIO  Bending Toward the Sun: A Mother and Daughter
Memoir

Dog owners tell stories of learning to have a sense of humor, gain
perspective, be kinder, overcome adversity, say goodbye, love
unconditionally, stay strong, and about loyalty, listening, and family,
in a collection that will inspire readers, and also cause some tears and
laughter.

Weaver, Sue

Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter

A superb autobiography by one of the great literary figures of the
twentieth century, the author’s book offers an intimate picture of
growing up in a bourgeois French family, rebelling as an adolescent
against the conventional expectations of her class, and striking out on
her own with an intellectual and existential ambition exceedingly rare
in a young woman in the 1920’s.

ANI  Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned from the
Dog: 101 Stories of Canine Life, Love and Lessons

Canfield, Jack



De Beauvoir

Animals

Canfield, Jack

LP-3447

LARGE PRINT. A best-selling author draws on those who know the
Obama's best to examine in stirring detail their unique partnership
and the grace, courage, and humor that defines it, in a sympathetic
and compelling look into a uniquely American love story.

Indiana Jones and the Army of the Dead

Perry, Steve

LP-3458

LARGE PRINT. In this heartfelt memoir, Allende reconstructs the
painful reality of her own life in the wake of tragic loss, the death of
her daughter, Paula.

(Stony Man, No. 102) Stony Man launches a seemingly impossible
counter-defense against a powerful militant group that over the
course of three decades has amassed a private army of weapons and
mercenaries in their determination to take over the world by
committing mass murder.
ADV

The Sum of Our Days

Allende, Isabelle

Terror Descending

Pendleton, Don



AZ-0167

A best-selling social study analyzes the complex factors that dictate
how traffic works, why we drive the way we do, and what our driving
reveals about us, discussing the unintended consequences of attempts
to engineer safety, why plans to protect pedestrians can lead to more
accidents, and more.
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CKG  Cooking Well: Wheat Allergies: 150 Gluten-free
Recipes

BIO  Stolen Innocence: My Story of Growing Up in a
Polygamous Sect, Becoming a Teenage Bride, and Triumphing
over Warren Jeffs
Wall, Elissa

Courtier, Marie-Annick

LP-3475

In addition to gluten-free recipes designed to improve daily
functioning and provide delicious meal choices for those with wheat
allergies, an easy-to-follow cookbook also includes an overview on
wheat allergies and a list of foods to avoid.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1022)). In this
shocking, timely, and inspirational memoir, Wall details her life
growing up in the polygamous Fundamentalist Latter Day Saints
religious sect, being forced into marriage at the age of 14, and her
courage to testify against FLDS leader Warren Jeffs in 2007.

CKG  America's Most Wanted Recipes: The Secret Recipes
for Your Favorite Dishes
Douglas, Ron

Cooking

AZ-0331

Interprets the Japanese phenomenon of applying the concept of
kawaii, or "all things cute" to the lunchbox by providing recipes and
instructions for turning familiar foods like risotto and chicken
sandwiches into adorable creatures like hedgehogs and chicks.

CKG



CKG



Artichoke Extravaganza

Duncann, Geraldine

AZ-0059

A book with twenty-five color photos includes fifty West Coast
recipes for artichokes, including the simple Roasted Garlic Dip,
refreshing Artichoke Salad Nicoise, or elegant Artichokes Etouffee.

50 Classic Trout Recipes

Bamforth, Jane

AZ-0423

The founder of a top copycat recipe Web site, RecipeSecrets.net,
presents a collection of the most sought-after dishes from such
restaurants as Chili's, Olive Garden, Cheesecake Factory, KFC, and
T.G.I. Friday's that can now be made at home for a fraction of the
price.

CKG  Cute Yummy Time: 70 Recipes for the Cutest Food
You'll Ever Eat
La Carmina

AZ-0330

AZ-0046

The book opens with an illustrated guide to types of trout, including
tips on choosing the best fish and how to prepare fresh fish for
cooking. The 50 recipes that follow provide plenty of inspiration for
serving up trout in new and exciting ways. From Trout Bisque,
Smoked Trout Tartlets, and Cheese Scones with Trout Butter, to
Stuffed Trout with Tarragon Sauce, Smoked Trout Risotto, and Thaimarinated Sea Trout, the versatility of this healthy fish is endless.

CKG



Our Favorite Chicken Recipes Cookbook

Gooseberry Patch

AZ-0042

Recipes using chicken.
CKG



Our Favorite Ground Beef Recipes Cookbook

Gooseberry Patch

AZ-0044

CKG  Friday Night Bites: Kick Off the Weekend with Food
and Fun for the Whole Family

Recipes using ground beef.

Berman, Karen

CKG  The Worry-Free Bakery: Treats Without Oil and
Butter

AZ-0061

Offering 20 dinners and over 100 recipes, the author provides ideas
for fun themed meals that will give the kids a happy start to the
weekend, including ideas for dinner under the sea, on the moon, or
back in time, in a cookbook with customizable menus, crafts, games,
and special dinner costumes.

Ibaraki, Kumiko

Features a collection of more than 45 treats, sweets and desserts,
including muffins, cookies, pies, scones, donuts, mousse, truffles,
tiramisu and more, that utilize substitutes for oil and butter and
natural low-calorie sweeteners to cut the calories and fat, without
sacrificing taste.

CKG  The Diabetes Seafood Cookbook: Fresh, Healthy,
Low-fat Cooking
Brown, Barbara S.

CKG  Get Cooking: 150 Simple Recipes to Get You Started
in the Kitchen

AZ-0043

Citing a natural compatibility between diabetic diets and seafood, a
volume of more than 100 meals features options that focus on taste
and nutrition without adding unhealthy sauces or oils, in a guide that
is complemented by seafood storage and preparation tips.

Katzen, Mollie

AZ-0267

A best-selling author offers 125 recipes for beginners of all ages,
including soups, homemade pasta, roast chicken, burgers, vegan
specialties, chocolate-chip cookies, and more, in a book with color
photos throughout.

CKG  Cooking Well: Mediterranean Diet: 150 Omega-3
Recipes for Heart Health and Long Life
Courtier, Marie-Annick

AZ-0335

CKG

AZ-0329



Family Feasts for $75 a Week

Ostyn, Mary

In addition to recipes packed with ingredients rich in omega-3 to help
prevent heart disease and stroke, a cookbook for the health-concerned
also includes an overview of how omega-3 can help with a range of
diseases and tips on the best food to eat for a healthier heart.

AZ-0182

A guide for budget-conscious families shares tips for saving money at
the grocery store in spite of today's rising food costs, drawing on the
author's experience as a member of a twelve-member household to
also provide recipes for home-cooked meals that make the most of
economical ingredients.
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CKG



Rachael Ray's Book of Ten

Ray, Rachael

Education

AZ-0333

The TV star and best-selling author shares a trove of all-new ideas
and recipes for great meals that can be stretched from one meal to the
next, like turning Monday's leftover tacos into a flavorful soup on
Tuesday, in a book that also shows how to make kid-friendly healthy
treats and transform crave-worthy hearty foods into healthier
versions.

CKG



EDU  Homeschool Your Child for Free: More Than 1400
Smart, Effective, and Practical Resources for Educating Your
Family at Home
Gold, Lauramaery

You'll discover:
•Complete curriculum plans for a comprehensive education, from
preschool through high school
•Legal guidelines and compliance requirements for home educators
•Online lesson plans arranged by subject from American history to
zoology
•Teaching tips and motivators from successful homeschoolers
•And much, much more!

Healthy Eating: The Prostate Care Cookbook

Rayman, Margaret

AZ-0062

Endorsed by the Prostate Cancer Research Foundation, a practical
guide to the link between diet and prostate cancer looks at the risk
factors of the disease and provides more than one hundred
nutritionally satisfying recipes from well-known chefs that may help
reduce the chances of contracting this deadly cancer.

CKG



Family/Marriage

Taste of Home Freezer Pleasers

Taste of Home

AZ-0334
FAM  The Friends We Keep: How Women Navigate the
Delights and Wounds of Friendship

Divided into four sections; Now-and-Later, Made-for-Later, Single
Servings and Creative Leftovers; a cookbook for the family on the go
serves up hundreds of recipes that are perfect for freezing, in a book
with more than 200 color photos and tips on safe freezer storage.

Davis, Sarah Z.

Tenhouten, Elizabeth

AZ-0328

Lists dozens of recipes for foods that have the potential for bolstering
skin health, featuring antioxidant ingredients that are believed to
counter the effects of free radicals, aging and pollutants, in a
collection that is complemented by meditation techniques.

FAM  Stages of Senior Care: Your Step-By-Step Guide to
Making the Best Decisions
Hogan, Paul

CKG  Can I Freeze It? How to Use the Most Versatile
Appliance in Your Kitchen
AZ-0181

Fantasy

CKG  Fresh Mexico: 100 Simple Recipes for True Mexican
Flavor

FAN



On the Edge

Andrews, Ilona

AZ-0060

AZ-0278

Living on the Edge, a place between two worlds, the Broken and the
Weird, Rose Drayton, an Edger who can easily travel between the
worlds but belongs in neither, must battle against magic-hungry
creatures with the help of a blueblood noble who wants to possess
her, and her power.

Dedicated to traditional Mexican foods using easy-to-find ingredients
and simple cooking techniques, this cookbook includes over 100
recipes such as Cream of Avocado Soup with Lobster and Mango,
Oaxaca-Style Short Ribs, and Fresh Guava Layer Cake.
CKG  Dollars to Donuts: Comfort Food and Kitchen
Wisdom from Route 66's Landmark Rock Café
Welch, Dawn

AZ-0336

This resource provides critical information for making the lifechanging and often overwhelming decisions about senior care for
one's self or aging parents, including tools to assess needs, figure out
costs and avoid pitfalls, scams or low-quality service.

A collection of make-ahead and quick-prepare recipes focuses on
meals that can be frozen for later use and completed in minutes with
fresh ingredients, in a volume that features a wealth of advice and
tips for freezing food and thawing safely.

Valladolid, Marcela

LP-3444

LARGE PRINT. A tribute to women friendships shares the
experiences of the author and other women who have navigated the
pitfalls and virtues of female friendship, offering biblical insight into
such topics as the pervasiveness of dysfunctional behavior, the
reasons why friendships end or endure, and how to let go of a
friendship.

CKG  Cooking Well: Beautiful Skin: Over 120 Antioxidantrich Recipes for Skin Health

Theodorou, Susie

AZ-0174

AZ-0332

The owner of Route 66's Rock Cafe provides 150 appetizing meals
that can be prepared for budget-conscious families, sharing cost-perserving information for options ranging from Paella with Spicy
Sausage to Chocolate Chip Oatmeal Pie.

4

FAN



FAN

Ariel

Boyett, Steven R.



FAN



Skinwalker

Hunter, Faith

AZ-0086

FAN



Darkness Calls

Liu, Marjorie



Finding the Lost: The Sentinel Wars

Butcher, Shannon K.

AZ-0053

Jane Yellowrock, a skinwalker of Cherokee descent who can turn
into any creature she desires, and is the last of her kind, is hired by
one of the oldest vampires in New Orleans to hunt a powerful rogue
vampire who is killing his fellow undead.

(Genesis of Shannara) With the fall of the last cities, demons and
other minions roam the ravaged landscape of the former United
States, while a few survivors, the Elves of Cintra, a group of human
children, and their protectors, including two Knights of the Word,
journey toward a safe haven, led by a boy named Hawk, the
legendary gypsy morph.

FAN

AZ-0277

Danielle, Talia, and Snow, a.k.a. Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, and
Snow White, tell the real story of what happened when everything
fell apart in the kingdom of Lorindar, in this imaginative retelling that
casts the three fairy-tale princesses as action heroines and secret
agents.

The Gypsy Morph

Brooks, Terry

The Mermaid's Madness

Hines, Jim C.

AZ-0199

Five years after an apocalyptic event that transformed the Earth's
survivors into magical creatures, loner Pete Garey nurses an injured
unicorn back to health and is forced to protect her from a
necromancer who would harness the unicorn's powers, in a revised
release with a restored chapter.

FAN



AZ-0055

Haunted by the past and determined to change the future, Maxine
Kiss, a reclusive demon hunter, risks everything to save Grant, the
last of his kind who has the ability to manipulate energy and control
any living creature, including demons.

AZ-0355

Andra Madison, a warrior devoted to finding children taken by the
Synestryn, walks straight into a trap when she is hired to find a lost
little boy, and must place her trust in a man who will do anything to
possess her.

FAN



The Age of Ra

Lovegrove, James
FAN



Lord of Silence

Chadbourn, Mark

When the earth is divided into warring factions by dominating
ancient Egyptian gods, British Lieutenant David Westwynter makes
his way into Free Egypt, the only place free of the gods' influence,
where he joins the leader of a humanist group determined to free the
world from its divine oppressors.

AZ-0088

Elevated to chief defender against mysterious forest adversaries after
his predecessor's murder, Vidard is challenged to solve an ancient
religious mystery in order to protect his city, recover his memory,
and prevent a vampiric jewel from draining his people's life energy.

FAN
FAN



AZ-0353

FAN



AZ-0357

FAN



Magic in the Shadows



AZ-0356

Tempest Rising

Peeler, Nicole

The Strangely Beautiful Tale of Miss Percy Parker

Hieber, Leanna R.

AZ-0089

(An Allie Beckstrom Novel) Due to casting spells, Allison
Beckstrom, a Hound who uses her gifts to track down practitioners
who abuse their power, starts losing her memories, including those of
a man she supposedly loves, and must find a way to deal with her late
father who has somehow channeled himself into her mind.

Meredith Gentry, whose rightful place on the throne of Faerie is
dependent on being able to produce an heir, is overjoyed when she
finds herself pregnant after many failed attempts, but her triumph is
overshadowed when she discovers that she carries two babies with
different fathers and the lost of her beloved Frost.

FAN



Monk, Devon

Swallowing Darkness

Hamilton, Laurell K.

Thorn Queen

(Dark Swan) Rendered queen of the Thorn Land after her latest
battle in the Otherworld, shaman Eugenie Markham worries about a
prophecy that her first-born child will destroy the human race, a
concern that grows while Eugenie investigates a formidable enemy
who is abducting young girls.

When the ancient Guardians of the earth force the witches to help
them destroy the mortal world, or risk the eradication of their covens,
Max, a warrior of extraordinary strength, speed and endurance, must
stand with the witch she despises to help Horngate battle the
Guardians.

FAN



Mead, Richelle

Bitter Night

Francis, Diana P.

AZ-0085

AZ-0201

AZ-0358

When Jane, who has a penchant for swimming at night, stumbles
upon a murder victim, she finds herself submerged in a world of
supernatural creatures that are alternately terrifying, beautiful and
deadly, especially her new friend Ryu, who is determined to stop a
clever killer with a vendetta against half-humans like her.

Longing to escape her convent existence in Victorian London, albino
beauty Percy enters Athens Academy, where she develops her
psychic powers and is enthralled by the Romanesque school's
enigmatic Professor Alexi.
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FAN



FIC

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Rowling, J. K.



FIC



AZ-0200

FIC



Mama’s Bank Account

Forbes, Kathryn

AZ-0354

FIC



The Believer

Gabhart, Ann H.

FIC

LP-3459



Leaving Whiskey Bend

Garlock, Dorothy

LARGE PRINT. Patrick McLanahan is determined to secure not only
America's honor around the world but also his belief in a space-based
military defense. When the resurgent Russians threaten and the
traitorous American President fails to answer, America's most
advanced military unit rebels against the very government it's
charged to protect. In a race against time, McLanahan must
outmaneuver his own countrymen, defeat the Russians, and expose
the truth, or die trying.

FIC



Love the One You're With



LP-3462

FIC



The Girl With No Shadow

Harris, Joanne

LP-3465

LARGE PRINT. Her new home above the chocolate shop offers calm
and quiet; no red sachets by the door; no sparks of magic fill the air.
Conformity brings with it anonymity, and peace. There is even
Thierry, the stolid businessman who wants to care for Yanne and the
children. On the cusp of adolescence, an increasingly rebellious
Anouk does not understand. But soon the weathervane turns and into
their lives blows the charming, enigmatic, and devious, Zozie de
l'Alba. And everything begins to change.

Atlantis Unmasked

Day, Alyssa

AZ-0421

Believing her marriage to Andy to be ideal in every way, Ellen finds
herself questioning her beliefs when she runs into Leo, a former
boyfriend Ellen never forgot who brought out the worst in her.

Brida

LARGE PRINT. Twenty-one-year-old Brida meets a magician and
asks to become a witch. Headstrong and the personification of the
Divine Feminine, she learns love is the only bridge to the spiritual
world.

FIC

AZ-0422

When their friend is assaulted in their hard-drinking, gun-toting
Colorado town, a young schoolteacher and a spinster set out in an
open wagon to find a safer life, an endeavor that pits them against
violent natural elements and their friend's assailant.

Giffin, Emily

Coelho, Paulo

AZ-0177

Struggling with limited options and homelessness when the deaths of
her parents render her a guardian of her younger siblings, Elizabeth
Duncan goes to work and live in a Shaker orphanage and finds
herself attracted to a handsome young Shaker man, a situation that
tests beliefs on both sides.

Shadow Command

Brown, Dale



AZ-0338

(Same as LP-2051) The charming adventures of the Mama of an
immigrant Norwegian family living in San Francisco.

General Fiction

FIC

LP-3463

LARGE PRINT. Unaware of a violent event that marked the
beginning of her mixed ancestry, ambitious young Evelina Harp, a
part-Ojibwe, part-white girl prone to falling hopelessly in love, learns
disturbing truths from her gifted storyteller grandfather, while a
sentimental judge weighs the legacy of a century-old crime as
reflected by his own love life.

Morgan Hunter and Gina "Red" Santiago, on the run from the law
they once dedicated their lives to, must enter the outlaw territories, a
place rife with danger where they must find a way to regain their
lives, their love, and their land by confronting their hunters.



The Plague of Doves

Crimson

Summers, Jordan

FIC



Erdrich, Louise

Forging an uneasy balance between her previous human life and her
new existence as a vampire, Anna reluctantly agrees to help when
young vampires are being found drained of their life force, a situation
that is further complicated by an attack on her shape-shifter friend.

FAN

AZ-0280

When her sister Robin suffers a massive heart attack that leaves her
in a coma, Molly Snow and her family struggle to cope as their
relationships are put to the ultimate test and Molly is forced to make
some tough decisions, as she makes some surprising discoveries
about her sister.

Retribution

Stein, Jeanne C.

While My Sister Sleeps

Delinsky, Barbara

AZ-0050

(Harry Potter, Book 7) The heart of Book 7 is a hero's mission, not
just in Harry's quest for the Horcruxes, but in his journey from boy to
man and Harry faces more danger than that found in all six books
combined, from the direct threat of the Death Eaters and you-knowwho, to the subtle perils of losing faith in himself. Attentive readers
would do well to remember Dumbledore's warning about making the
choice between "what is right and what is easy," and know that
Rowling applies the same difficult principle to the conclusion of her
series. While fans will find the answers to hotly speculated questions
about Dumbledore, Snape, and you-know-who, it is a testament to
Rowling's skill as a storyteller that even the most astute and careful
reader will be taken by surprise.

FAN



AZ-0057

When Alexios, one of Poseidon's fiercest warriors, is tasked with
retrieving the Vampire's Bane from his mortal enemy, he must join
forces with Grace, who, as part of the rebellion against the vampires
and shapeshifters trying to take over her world, wishes he would see
her as a woman, not a weapon.
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FIC



A Christmas Visitor

Kinkade, Thomas

FIC

AZ-0359

Shopaholic & Baby

Kinsella, Sophie

AZ-0132

LP-3457

FIC



AZ-0263

FIC



AZ-0262

FIC



FIC

LP-3456

Razor Sharp



AZ-0279

A Lova' Like No Otha'



AZ-0090

A Mercy

Morrison, Toni

AZ-0387

In exchange for a bad debt, an Anglo-Dutch trader takes on Florens, a
slave girl, who feels abandoned by her slave mother and who
searches for love, first from an older servant woman, and then from a
handsome free blacksmith, in a novel set in late seventeenth-century
America.

92 Pacific Boulevard

Macomber, Debbie



When she is left at the altar by her fiancé, who dumps her for his
pregnant girlfriend, Zoe Clarke, with her faith shaken and her life in
turmoil, gets some unexpected help from Chase Farr, a mighty man
of God and her fiancé's former best man.

(Seasons of Grace #1) (Also available in regular print AZ-0262)
Grace Byler, who is Amish, begins to question her religion after the
disappearance of her mother, while Heather Nelson, after receiving a
diagnosis of terminal illness, visits the Amish countryside, which she
and her late mother last visited, hoping to find peace of mind.

FIC

AZ-0352

Moore, Stephanie P.

The Secret

Lewis, Beverly

Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Conviction

(Sisterhood, No. 13) The women of the Sisterhood come to the aid of
their ally, attorney Lizzie Fox, who has agreed to defend Lily
Flowers, the madam of a bordello that counted some of the richest
and most influential men in the country as clients.

(Seasons of Grace #1) (Same as LP-3456) Grace Byler, who is
Amish, begins to question her religion after the disappearance of her
mother, while Heather Nelson, after receiving a diagnosis of terminal
illness, visits the Amish countryside, which she and her late mother
last visited, hoping to find peace of mind.

FIC



Michaels, Fern

The Secret

Lewis, Beverly

AZ-0198

While training new recruits for the Splinter Cells, the Third Echelon
discovers a shocking piece of evidence relating to the depletion of
their ranks that is linked to a traitor.

(Seasons of Grace #2) (Same as LP-3457) Having broken off her
betrothal to her quiet, staid beau, Grace is resigned to remain single.
But when the young Amish man she thought was courting her best
friend takes a sudden interest in her, Grace is befuddled and wonders
if he can be trusted.

FIC

The Tenth Justice

Michaels, David

 The Missing

Lewis, Beverly



A young Supreme Court clerk enlists the help of three strategically
placed friends when he is blackmailed with a past indiscretion if he
fails to share classified state information.

(Seasons of Grace #2) (Also available in regular print (AZ-0263)).
Having broken off her betrothal to her quiet, staid beau, Grace is
resigned to remain single. But when the young Amish man she
thought was courting her best friend takes a sudden interest in her,
Grace is befuddled and wonders if he can be trusted.

FIC

AZ-0176

Meltzer, Brad

The Missing

Lewis, Beverly

The Book of Lies

An unexpected meeting with his long-lost father thrusts Cal Harper
into a high-stakes pursuit of an enigmatic weapon linked to a pair of
murders, the killing of Cain in the Bible, and the murder that inspired
the creation of the comic-book hero Superman.
FIC





Meltzer, Brad

Becky Brandon is pregnant! She couldn't be more overjoyed-especially since shopping cures morning sickness. But when the
celebrity must-have obstetrician turns out to be her husband's
glamorous ex-girlfriend, Becky's perfect world starts to crumble.

FIC

AZ-0351

(The Rosary Chronicles) When the Virgin's Cloak, a cloak marked
with the image of the Holy Mother, is stolen, CIA operative Vincent
Traeger, who has a history with the Vatican, comes out of retirement
to retrieve the cloak, which pits him against longtime foes of the
Church.
FIC



Relic of Time

Mc Inerny, Ralph

(Cape Light Christmas, No. 4) Molly Willoughby-Harding's perfect
life with her family, home and new business is threatened by an
unexpected pregnancy, while Miranda Potter finds herself attracted to
an amnesiac stranger, and Reverend Ben discovers a wooden angel
rumored to possess miraculous powers, in a holiday story set in Cape
Light.

FIC



FIC

AZ-0091



The Furies

Napier, Bill

(A Cedar Cove Novel) After his romance with ex-flame Faith
Beckworth is all but extinguished, local sheriff Troy Davis contends
with remains found in a cave, his friend Judge Olivia Griffin's battle
with cancer, and a series of break-ins at Faith's home, a house she is
renting from Grace Harding.

AZ-0276

When a biochemical weapon designed by the Nazis half a century
ago crashes into an Arizona canyon, former spy and World War IIera weapons expert Lewis Sharp must solve a sixty-year-old mystery
within five days to stop the weapon from unleashing mass destruction
on the world.
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FIC



FIN

Little Bird of Heaven

Oates, Joyce C.



Gardening
GAR  Best Plants for New Mexico Gardens and Landscapes:
Keyed to Cities and Regions in New Mexico and Adjacent Areas

LP-3467

LARGE PRINT. Irrepressible art historian Vicky Bliss finds her
setting off on a wild chase to clear the name of her boyfriend, Sir
John Smythe, when he is implicated in a high-profile Egyptian
artifact theft, a case that is complicated by Vicky's gnawing doubts
about John's innocence.
FIC



Morrow, Baker H.

GAR  Cool Plants for Hot Gardens: 200 Water-Smart
Choices for the Southwest
Starr, Greg

AZ-0325



Health/Diet/Exercise

Home

Robinson, Marilynne

LP-3450

LARGE PRINT. Returning to Gilead to care for her dying father,
Glory Boughton, the daughter of John Ames's closest friend, is joined
by her long-absent brother, with whom she bonds throughout his
struggles with alcoholism, unemployment, and their father's
traditionalist values.
FIC



HEA  The 10 Best Questions for Living With Fibromyalgia:
The Script You Need to Take Control of Your Health
Bonner, Dede

AZ-0056

When a changeling researcher is kidnapped from DarkRiver territory,
Mercy, a cat, and Riley, a lieutenant from the SnowDancer pack,
must work together to save the young man from a certain death, and,
along the way, discover that opposites really do attract.
FIC



HEA  Muscle Medicine: The Revolutionary Approach to
Maintaining, Strengthening, and Repairing Your Muscles and
Joints
De Stefano, Rob

The Hope of Refuge

Woodsmall, Cindy

HEA

Investments/Personal Finance




U.S. Army First Aid Manual

Department of the Army

AZ-0342

Shares accessible guidelines for self-treatment and the care of others
when medical professionals are not immediately available, in a
reference that draws on military expertise to provide
recommendations for sustaining life and minimizing further injury.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Stretching Your Dollar

Medisky, Shannon

AZ-0184

Combines the expertise of a leading orthopedic surgeon and a top
sports chiropractor to counsel readers on how to recover more
quickly and avoid future injuries, explaining how to maintain muscle
health, treat common problems, and determine when surgery may be
necessary.

LP-3451

LARGE PRINT. Struggling against poverty and a relentless stalker,
Cara Moore, a widowed mother, is lead out of New York City toward
an Amish community in Dry Lake, Pennsylvania, where she quickly
discovers long-held secrets about her family.

FIN

AZ-0186

Counsels patients on how to become proactive self-advocates capable
of making informed decisions that will maximize their ability to
obtain care and live more normally, identifying key questions in such
areas as test results, disease management, and lifestyle.

Branded by Fire

Singh, Nalini

AZ-0049

An award-winning horticulturist provides extensive information on
growing plants in arid climates, including clear descriptions of over
two-hundred low-water-use plants, their care and maintenance,
landscape applications, precautions, and tips for plant identification.

Struggling with their baby's illness, Charlotte and Sean O'Keefe work
through their initial heartbreak and the pitying stares of other parents
by spending time with little Willow, who proves remarkable and
forces her parents to reevaluate their ideas about what they might
have chosen for their family.
FIC

AZ-0163

A thorough, richly illustrated and practical guide to what grows best
in every part of the state and adjacent areas.

Handle with Care

Picoult, Jodi

AZ-0171

A "New York Times" bestselling author, and one of the most
controversial men in corporate America, blows the lid off the banking
and credit card industries.

The Laughter of Dead Kings

Peters, Elizabeth

Debt Cures: "They" Don't Want You to Know About

Trudeau, Kevin

LP-3452

LARGE PRINT. After Zoe Kruller is murdered, the Sparta, New
York, police target her estranged husband Delray Kruller and her
lover Eddy Diehl, leading the Krullers's son Aaron and Eddy Diehl's
daughter Krista to become obsessed with one another, each believing
the other's father is guilty, until they must face each other again as
adults.
FIC



AZ-0191

The creator and owner of Makingbysaving.com provides a guide for
surviving the current faltering economy while still enjoying life,
including hundreds of tips on budgeting, setting priorities, couponclipping, and detailing which bargain-oriented businesses are thriving
during the downturn.
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HEA  Exercises for Heart Disease: Easy-to-Follow Exercise
Plan to Build and Improve Cardiac Health and Muscle Strength
for Women and Men

HEA  50 Diabetes Myths That Can Ruin Your Life-and the
50 Diabetes Truths That Can Save It
Greenberg, Riva

AZ-0069

Smith, William

Detailed information from experts and patient stories debunk
common myths about this disease, from gaining weight to eating
sweets, with helpful, factual advice for managing the condition
properly throughout one's life.

Features a simple but comprehensive exercise plan to increase
cardiac health and overall muscle strength, as well as an overview of
the causes of heart disease, up-to-date clinical treatments for the
condition, and a training log to track daily progress.

HEA  Superfruits: Scientifically Proven Ways to Get the
Most Out of Nature's Top 20 Fruits and Boost Your Health for
Lifelong Wellness
Gross, Paul M.

HEA  The Low-Starch Diabetes Solution: Six Steps to
Reduce Insulin Resistance and Manage Type 2 Adult-onset
Diabetes With the Science of Glycemic Load

AZ-0341

Thompson, Robert

This overview of the health benefits of a variety of power-packed
fruits explains which ones can boost the immune system, lower risk
of disease or slow the aging process, and features more than 75
recipes.
HEA



The author of The Glycemic Load Diet explains his theory that
starch, not sugar, is responsible for diabetes, and presents a
scientifically-proven low-starch diet and exercise program to stabilize
blood sugar for life.
HEA  Reversing Diabetes: Reduce or Even Eliminate Your
Dependence on Insulin or Oral Drugs

AZ-0067

Tasty gluten-free recipes, enhanced with fifty color photos, are
presented in this informative guide to maintaining a gluten-free diet
along with sources for incorporating gluten alternatives into meals
and snacks.



Whitaker, Julian

AZ-0068
HEA  Eat This, Not That!: The No-Diet Weight Loss
Solution (2010)

Enhanced with color photos and 100 tasty recipes for a low
cholesterol diet, this guide defines the "bad" fats, teaches how to
avoid eating them, and provides practical tips for lowering
cholesterol through exercise and proper weight maintenance.

Zinczenko, David

AZ-0185

Historical Fiction

The nationally known Nutrition Twins present a salt-slashing diet
plan built around key foods that help the body excrete salt and burn
fat more efficiently while decreasing the risk of stroke, heart disease,
and hypertension, featuring menus, meal plans, and simple food
swaps.

HIF



Red Sky in Morning

Culhane, Patrick



AZ-0337

This comprehensive guide provides over 200 recipes along with
advice and suggestions for healthy and flavorful substitutes to make
dairy-free meals for those who are lactose intolerant or have other
sensitivities to milk.

HIF



Sacred Hearts

Dunant, Sarah

LP-3441

LARGE PRINT. Condemned by sixteenth-century demands for
lucrative dowries in order to marry, young Serafina is ripped from an
illicit love affair and confined in a Renaissance Italy convent, a
situation against which she passionately rebels and reminds the
convent's doctor of her own unhappy early years.

HEA  Exercises for Back Pain: Effective Exercise Guide for
Men and Women Who Suffer Back Pain or are Recovering from
Back Surgery
Smith, William

AZ-0093

Disgusted by his posting with the Navy choir in the aftermath of the
Pearl Harbor attacks, action-seeking ensign Peter Maxwell convinces
his quartet to volunteer for a mission on a new ammunition ship,
where they confront their commander's prejudices and a saboteur.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Dairy-Free Eating

Sicherer, Scott H.

AZ-0264

A revised edition of a popular nutritional reference counsels
consumers on how to make informed dietary choices, in a guide
complemented by a list of the "20 Worst Foods in America," tips for
patients with diabetes, and foods that may help bolster energy levels,
metabolism, and sex drives.

HEA  The Secret to Skinny: How Salt Makes You Fat, and
the 4-week Plan to Drop a Size and Get Healthier With Simple
Low-sodium Swaps
Shames, Elysse

AZ-0408

Offers a comprehensive lifestyle program for effectively and
naturally controlling or reversing the effects of diabetes through
exercise and diet, discusses other health benefits of the program, and
provides a critical survey of insulin-dependency therapy.

Eat Well Live Well with High Cholesterol

Kingham, Karen

HEA

AZ-0340

Eat Well Live Well with Gluten Intolerance

Holt, Susanna

HEA

AZ-0419

AZ-0420

The latest in the Exercises for Reference series includes prescriptive
exercises for those suffering with back pain, as well as descriptions of
the causes of back pain, the latest clinical treatments available, and a
training log to track your progress.
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HIF



The Frontiersman's Daughter

Frantz, Laura

History

AZ-0058

Coming of age in a fragile Kentucky settlement that was founded by
her celebrated frontiersman father, Lael Click struggles with painful
memories, a dangerous family feud, and precarious romantic
prospects before the arrival of an outlander doctor challenges her
beliefs.

HIF



HIS



AZ-0178

HIS  Presidential Courage: Brave Leaders and How They
Changed America 1789-1989
Beschloss, Michael

AZ-0202

A story based on the true experiences of a Civil War heroine finds
Carrie McGavock witnessing the bloodshed of the Battle of Franklin,
falling in love with a wounded man with a hardscrabble past, and
dedicating her home as a burial site for fallen soldiers.
HIF



HIS



LP-3455

Buchanan, Patrick J.

AZ-0180

HIS



The Shipwreck That Saved Jamestown

Glover, Lorri



The Last Pope

Rocha, Luis M.



HIS  We Are Soldiers Still: A Journey Back to the
Battlefields of Vietnam
Harold Moore, Lt. Gen.

A Good Woman

Steel, Danielle

AZ-0078

While on an expedition from London to help rescue the starving
settlers at Jamestown, disaster struck the vessel Sea Venture when
they came upon a hurricane and ended up stranded in Bermuda;
resulting in the crew spending a happy year in the tropics before
carrying on with their important task.

AZ-0092

In 1978, the world awakens to news of Pope John Paul I's death and
the Vatican's official statement leaves no room for speculation, a fatal
heart attack, but in 2006, reporter Sara Monteiro finds an envelope
containing two puzzling documents, a list of names and a coded
message linked to the mysterious death.
HIF

AZ-0071

A leading conservative thinker presents a best-selling revisionist
history of the twentieth century that argues that Churchill's actions
propelled Britain into two World Wars, a situation that led to the
collapse of the British empire and ended Europe's global dominance.

Fifteen-year-old Carolina Adams puts her faith in God when her
fascination with the new railroads of the early 1800s brings criticism
from those who believe it is an unnatural interest for a woman.
HIF

AZ-0072

HIS  Churchill, Hitler, and "The Unnecessary War": How
Britain Lost Its Empire and the West Lost the World

Distant Dreams

Pella, Judith

My Father's Country: The Story of a German Family

The daughter of one of the members of the July plot to assassinate
Hitler tells the story of her life after her father was executed for
treason, and discusses how her patriotic family succumbed to Nazi
sympathies.

LARGE PRINT. Out of prison, Theo Mykolayenkos tirelessly clears
his untamed land on the 1938 Canadian prairie and begins to heal
himself; his wife, Maria; his children; and his sister, Anna; but soon
Anna's rogue husband, the scheming Stefan, returns, stirring up
rancor that will end in tragedy.
HIF



Bruhns, Wibke

Under This Unbroken Sky

Mitchell, Shandi

LP-3470

LARGE PRINT. An inspiring saga about crucial times in America's
history when a courageous President dramatically changed the future
of the United States. With surprising new sources and a dazzling
command of history and human character, Beschloss brings to life
these flawed, complex men. Never have we had a more intimate view
of Presidents coping with the supreme dilemmas of their lives.

The Widow of the South

Hicks, Robert

AZ-0076

Chronicles the history of the presidential office from George
Washington to the 2008 election, exploring the positive and negative
legacies of forefront leaders while discussing how various
commanders-in-chief affected the presidency itself.

Throwing the early American community of Gooding, Texas, into an
uproar when her gender is revealed, Dr. Taylor Bestman attends a
reluctant first patient in blacksmith Karl Van der Vort, who becomes
the doctor's unlikely protector.

HIF

The Complete Idiot's Guide to the American Presidency

Axelrod, Alan

That Certain Spark

Hake, Cathy M.



AZ-0075

A best-selling sequel to We Were Soldiers Once . . . and Young
continues the stories of the soldiers introduced in the first work,
remembers their unusual homecoming, and evaluates the ongoing
impact of a crucial battle on the authors, the military, and the nation.

AZ-0281

Her life and family changed forever by the sinking of the Titanic and
betrayed by the scandalous secrets of her husband, Annabelle
Worthington flees New York for war-torn France, where, in a field
hospital run by women in the midst of World War I, she finds her
true calling in medicine, until years later, a fateful encounter brings
her face to face with her past.

HIS



An American Idea: The Making of the National Parks

Heacox, Kim

AZ-0187

A lavishly illustrated tribute to America's national parks documents
the efforts of key supporters while exploring the ways in which the
parks reflect the country's history, character, and dynamic visions of
wilderness, in an account that also traces the contributions of the
National Park Service.
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HIS



HMR

American Civil War Railroad Tactics

Hodges, Robert F.



Mother Earth News Magazine

(February/March 2010) How to maintain healthy garden soil; Best
tomatoes to grow where you live; New and improved solar panels;
Firsthand report: Making our own food and energy; Creating a
sustainable society: Four questions we should ask; How to grow great
peppers; 40 years of wise & wacky ideas; Homegrown chicken feed;
Harvest your own wheat.

Reveals the thrilling chases and pitched battles that made the railroad
so dangerous during the Civil War, detailing the equipment
and tactics used by both sides and the vital supporting elements,
telegraph lines, garrisoned blockhouses, and more, in a book with
full-color illustrations, maps, and diagrams.
HIS  All Hands Down: The True Story of the Soviet Attack
on the USS Scorpion
Sewell, Kenneth

Hobbies/Crafts

AZ-0155
HOB

Draws on declassified intelligence files on both sides of the conflict
to reveal how the sinking of the USS Scorpion, officially ruled an
accident, had actually been part of a Soviet plot, in an account that
identifies the contributions of Korean cryptography and the infamous
spy John Walker.



Making Bent Willow Furniture

Cameron, Brenda

HOB

Silver, Peter

Carey, Jacqui

AZ-0077



Japanese Braiding: The Art of Kumihimo
AZ-0065

An introduction to Kumihimo provides step-by-step photographs
detailing six projects that can customized through various patterns,
colors, and textures to make dozens of braids that can be used for
jewelry, cords, and other fashion accessories.

Bringing together elements of cultural, political, social, and ethno
history, a study of colonial America argues that the only cohesiveness
that existed among the communities of early settlers in eighteenthcentury America was their mutual hatred and distrust for the Indians.

HOB  Wrap It Up: 100s of Fast, Fun, and Festive Gift
Wrapping Ideas

HIS  Cowgirls: Stories of Trick Riders, Sharp Shooters, and
Untamed Women

Markussen, Espen

AZ-0188

HOB



Patch, Cal

HIS  Wise Women: From Pocahontas to Sarah Winnemucca,
Remarkable Stories of Native American Trailblazers

Design-It-Yourself Clothes: Patternmaking Simplified
AZ-0183

A former Urban Outfitters designer provides five key projects (with
four variations each; including a perfect-fitting dress, T-shirt, buttondown shirt, A-line skirt, and pants; and explains how to take
measurements, draft the patterns, choose fabrics, and add darts,
waistbands, pockets, and ruffles.

AZ-0189

Brings together the amazing stories of Native American women who
shaped both their cultures and American history, from Pocahontas
saving John Smith to Sarah Winnemucca being champion of her
people to lesser known stories.

HOB



Wrapagami: The Art of Fabric Gift Wraps

Playford, Jennifer



Mother Earth News Magazine

Mother Earth News

AZ-0066

Demonstrates how to combine Japanese wrapping techniques with
aesthetic fabrics for an environmentally friendly alternative to paper
gift wrapping, in an accessible guide that features instructions for a
variety of shapes, embellishments, and occasions.

Home Repair/Decorating
HMR

AZ-0268

Using both traditional wrapping paper and ribbons combined with
some simple trims found in craft or stationary stores, or unusual
material like maps or newspapers, a gift-wrapping guide offers a
wide range of inviting schemes for all occasions, in a resource with
full-color photos throughout.

Brings together the stories of untamed women of the Wild West who
worked and played as men did, from Jo Monaghan, the Southern
debutant turned Idaho cattlewoman, to Fanny Sperry Steele, the
Bucking Horse Champion of the World, including their own thoughts
about being cowgirls, and archival art.

Two Dot, Editors of

AZ-0161

It's easy to make rustic bent willow furnishings for indoors and out.
Brenda and Brian Cameron share techniques and instructions for
projects, such as a quilt ladder, plant stand, hanging basket, chair,
porch swing, headboard, and more.

HIS  Our Savage Neighbors: How Indian War Transformed
Early America

Two Dot, Editors of

AZ-0070

Mother Earth News

AZ-0073

AZ-0425

(December 2009/January 2010) Issue No. 237 Grow $700 of food in
100 square feet!; Tips to beat the flu; Recipes for healthy no-knead
bread; How much would solar panels cost you?; 5 green energy
breakthroughs; Glorious heirloom fruits and vegetables; Grow
onions, leeks & shallots; DIY pole-barn building; Ventilate your
home with minimal energy loss.
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HOR

HOB  100 Flowers to Knit & Crochet: A Collection of
Beautiful Blooms for Embellishing Garments, Accessories, and
More
Stanfield, Lesley

HOR

AZ-0064

HOR

AZ-0063

HOR

Far Dark Fields
AZ-0096

Monster Hunter International



AZ-0418

Feeding Ground



AZ-0282

Night of Demons

Richards, Tony

AZ-0097

AZ-0361

When serial killer Cornelius Hanlon breaks through the magical
safeguards and enters Raine's Landing, murdering the town's oldest
adept, he gains possession of a powerful "gift" that allows him to
bend the living and the dead to his will, and only two mortals, an extown cop and his partner, can stop him.

Awakening in the hospital after killing his boss only to receive a job
offer as a monster hunter, Owen Zastava Pitt learns that the creatures
popularly portrayed in myths and B-movies are based on real
monsters and that his first assignment will pit him against a planetthreatening ancient entity.

HOR
Just After Sunset: Stories

King, Stephen

Deeper

When nightmarish spidery creatures invade the streets of London,
taking humans as their prey, a few desperate survivors band together
to escape the dying city and stumble upon something even more
horrific.

HOR





Pinborough, Sarah

A survivor of a school shooting three decades earlier, Geoff Conover
becomes the only person with whom a present-day murderer will
speak and confesses a devastating secret about a legendary monster
who terrifies the children of a small Ohio community.

HOR

AZ-0204

When a research team brings their fascinating discovery to shore, the
charming New England seacoast town of Golden Cove comes under
attack by a ravenous creature who, able to survive on land, is not the
only one of its kind.

HOR

Correia, Larry

His Father's Son

Moore, James A.

Horror





In the aftermath of his father's attack on his mother, writer Steve Nye
visits the psych ward and is baffled by his father's eerily calm beliefs
that contradict the doctor's diagnosis.

Provides an in-depth look at the working process for creating
digitally altered photography, printing it onto cloth, and making wall
art quilts, with emphasis on nurturing the reader's own creativity.

HOR

AZ-0360

Little, Bentley

HOB  Artistic Photo Quilts: Create Stunning Quilts With
Your Camera, Computer & Cloth

Braunbeck, Gary A.

The Black Train

Arriving at the Gast House, a Civil War-era bed and breakfast, Justin
Collier finds his dreams of rest and relaxation shattered by strange
voices, screams, and an unspeakable horror in this place that harbors
a carnal evil.

Divided into sections on decorating, entertaining, and gifting, this
guide to papercrafts features more than thirty projects to make in just
an hour or two that involve only simple cutting, folding, and gluing,
including bowls, keepsake boxes, and journals.





Lee, Edward

HOB  Home, Paper, Scissors: Decorative Paper Accessories
for the Home

HOR

AZ-0362

For 34-year-old Ryan Perry, life is good a year after the heart
transplant that had saved him from certain death, until he begins to
receive strange messages united by the theme, "Your heart belongs to
me," and discovers that he is being stalked by a mysterious woman
who bears a striking resemblance to the donor of his heart.

Showcasing a lush bouquet of blossoms perfect for embellishing
clothing or accessories, these lovely blooms are the perfect way to
use up scraps of yarn or try out interesting new yarns. Breeze through
this gorgeous collection featuring a colorful palette of simple
spiraling roses, saucer-sized poppies, delicate lilacs, an assortment of
vegetables, and more shown full-size and in scale with complete with
stitched leaves and embroidered stems.

Ziebarth, Charlotte

Your Heart Belongs to Me

Koontz, Dean

AZ-0160

Zapata, Patricia





Saul, John

AZ-0205

Faces of Fear
AZ-0095

Scarred in a burn accident, Alison McKenzie gets a chance to be
beautiful when her mother takes her to a plastic surgeon, who
becomes her stepfather, but Alison discovers that the surgeon is
sculpting her into his dead first wife and there may be links to a series
of killings in the area.

A best-selling collection of short works includes pieces that appeared
in The New Yorker, Playboy, and McSweeney's, in a volume where
the author explores endless love at a roadside honky-tonk, an exercise
bike that brings its rider on a terrifying journey, and more.
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HOR



JVE

Damnable

Schwaeble, Hank

Valentine's Day

Miller, Reagan

AZ-0203

AZ-0015

(Non Fiction) Every February 14th, people celebrate love and
friendship by exchanging cards, flowers, and gifts, all in the name of
Saint Valentine. But who is this mysterious saint and why do we
celebrate this holiday? Young readers will discover the meanings
behind Valentines Day symbols such as hearts, red roses, and cupid.
Readers will also learn how people around the world celebrate this
holiday.

Working as a special military operative safeguarding national
security after a wrongful imprisonment, Jake Hatcher discovers that
New York has become a secret battleground for a humanitythreatening struggle between forces he cannot understand.

Humor

JVE

HUM  What to Expect When You're Expected: A Fetus's
Guide to the First Three Trimesters
Javerbaum, David





An Angel to Watch Over

Reavis, Laura

AZ-0020

(Religious Fiction) Did you know that when you were born the room
was full of Angels? Join Henry the Cardinal as he tells a story about
special friends called Guardian Angels. They will always be there to
laugh, cry, and to just spend time with you. Children will love the
colorful and whimsical pictures, as it is sure to become a bedtime
classic.

AZ-0269

A parody of the best-selling pregnancy guide features off-the-cuff
bogus advice and whimsical illustrations on how babies in the
making can best enjoy their nine months of development before birth,
in a gift-appropriate volume for anxious expectant moms.

JVE

Juvenile Ages 55-8



Eagle Boy: A Pacific Northwest Native Tale

Vaughan, Richard L.

AZ-0022

(Fiction) An Indian boy's friendship with eagles ultimately saves his
village in the Pacific Northwest from starvation.
JVE



The Sparrow's Easter Song

Adams, Michelle

AZ-0016

JVE



AZ-0021

(Fiction) Although having a great time on his walk to Grandpa's
house, Biscuit the adorable pup can't wait to reach his destination so
he can invite Grandpa to join in on the fun!

Juvenile Ages 88-12
JVI

 Wubzy's Egg-Cellent Easter
Cecil, Lauren
AZ-0017
JVE



Becca at Sea

Baker, Deirdre

JVI



The Squad: Perfect Cover

Barnes, Jennifer L.



Earth Day

Mc Namara, Margaret

AZ-0030

(Fiction) After Becca's mom becomes pregnant, Becca visits her
grandmother at her rustic cabin by the sea alone, and although she
dreads it at first, she finds adventures and friendship and returns to
the island again and again.

(Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!) (Fiction) Wubbzy can't wait to decorate
eggs for the annual Easter egg hunt with his friends. But when
Widget builds a machine to decorate and hide the eggs, the egg hunt
is suddenly a lot less fun. Then the machine breaks and it looks like
the egg hunt is ruined! Can Wubbzy save the day?

JVE

AZ-0019

(Fiction) Setting traps all about their home the night before St.
Patrick's Day, Tim and Maureen are shocked when they awaken to
discover that they have succeeded in catching a leprechaun and so
now must find a way to convince their colorful captive to help them
locate the big pot of gold at the end of rainbow!

Biscuit Takes a Walk

Capucilli, Alyssa S.

The Night Before St. Patrick's Day

Wing, Natasha

(Fiction) A sparrow who witnessed Jesus Christ's death and
resurrection gathers the other birds and animals to share the story
with them and all the world.

JVE



AZ-0031

(Fiction) High school sophomore Toby Klein enjoys computer
hacking and wearing combat boots, so she thinks it is a joke when she
is invited to join the cheerleading squad but soon learns cheering is
just a cover for an elite group of government operatives known as the
Squad.

AZ-0023

(Fiction) When Mrs. Connor assigns a project for Earth Day, Emma
isn't sure there is anything she can do that would really make a
difference, but with some reassuring advice from her father, Emma
comes up with the perfect plan and project that she is certain will
make the world a better place to be for all!

JVI



Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen

Foster, Alan D.

AZ-0032

(Fiction) Sam Witwicky's college career is interrupted when he must
help the Autobots to save the Earth once more from Megatron and his
Decepticon army, who have returned stronger than ever,
accompanied by Megatron's master, the Fallen.
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JVI



JVI

Cecily's Portrait

Geras, Adele



JVI

AZ-0025





AZ-0014

JVP



JVP

AZ-0029



AZ-0009

The Berenstain Bears' Valentine Party

Berenstain, Jan

AZ-0003

(Fiction) The cubs have a valentine party at school and teacher Jane
hides special valentines around the classroom as a way of celebrating
the holiday, in a text with flaps that can be lifted to reveal the
contents of the valentines.

Polly's March

Newbery, Linda

Daisy's Garden Gift

(Mickey Mouse Clubhouse) (Fiction) Donald is making a surprise
gift for Daisy's garden until a rain shower soaks his original plans,
but luckily for Donald, things have a way of working out in the end.

(Historical Fiction) Andie dreams of being an artist. Her best
paintings are inspired by the moon and she's excited about the first
moon walk. There is a real artist living in the flat downstairs at No.6,
Chelsea Walk. Could her paintings win his approval?

JVI



Amerikaner, Susan

Andies Moon

Newbery, Linda

AZ-0033

Juvenile Ages Preschool

(Rainbow Magic) (Fiction) Where's the love? Jack Frost and his
goblins have stolen the magical objects that make Valentine's Day so
special. Now sweethearts are sad, and friends and families are
fighting! Even Rachel and Kirsty aren't getting along. When Juliet the
Valentine Fairy asks the girls for help, they can't say no. But can
Rachel and Kirsty put aside their differences and bring the sparkle
back to Valentine's Day?

JVI

The Last Prime

(Fiction) The Fallen, an ancient Autobot, has come to Earth intent on
stealing the planet's energy for himself, and only Optimus Prime and
the other Autobots can stop him.

Juliet the Valentine Fairy

Meadows, Daisy



West, Tracey

(Historical Fiction) Lizzie loves plants, and her biggest wish is to be
a gardener. When her strict and miserable stepfather sends her away
from the country, she misses her garden and struggles to adapt to her
new life of stiff manners and formal pastimes.

JVI

AZ-0024

(Fiction) Mary Ann's greatest wish is to become an opera singer, and
she's thrilled when the famous child prodigy Mozart comes to
perform with his sister at Ranelagh Gardens in Chelsea. An
enchanting story of dreams and determination.

Lizzie's Wish

Geras, Adele

Mary Ann & Miss Mozart

Turnbull, Ann

AZ-0026

(Historical Fiction) Cecily is enchanted when she meets Rosalind, a
photographer. She longs to learn more of this "art of the future" and
become a famous photographer herself.

JVI



JVP

AZ-0027



A Cuddle for Little Duck

Freedman, Claire

AZ-0010

(Historical Fiction) Polly's dream is become an explorer, but in 1914,
women didn't have many rights. Polly meets her new neighbors, and
becomes intrigued with their cause and wants to join them. Polly
decides to join in a protest march for women's rights.

(Fiction) A rhyming story, paired with gentle illustrations, follows
Little Duck through a day packed full of small discoveries and big
wonder.

JVI  The Tales of Beedle the Bard: A Wizarding Classic
from the World of Harry Potter

JVP

Rowling, J. K.

(Fiction) Snow days are the best days. Spot loves to put on his hat
and scarf, build a snowman with Mom and Dad, throw snowballs
with Grandpa, and go skating with his friends. At the end of the day,
he loves to sit by the fire for hot chocolate with Grandma.



Spot's Snowy Day

Hill, Eric

AZ-0170

Translated by Hermione Granger from ancient runes and featuring
commentary by Albus Dumbledore, a collection of imaginative fairy
tales set in the fantasy world of Harry Potter includes "The Wizard
and the Hopping Pot," "The Fountain of Fair Fortune," "The
Warlock's Hairy Heart," "Babbitty Rabitty and her Cackling Stump,"
and "The Tale of the Three Brothers.”

JVP



AZ-0013

Bunny My Honey

Jeram, Anita
JVI



(Fiction) Now in a sturdy board book edition comes the story of a
bunny who runs too far on his own and gets lost in the woods. The
more Bunny looks for Mommy, the more lost he becomes. This
sweetly reassuring story by the illustrator of "Guess How Much I
Love You" is ideally sized for small hands.

Josie Under Fire

Turnbull, Ann

AZ-0004

AZ-0028

(Historical Fiction) A deeply moving account of Josie's quiet
courage set amidst the terror during the Second World War. Josie
must go to live with her cousin at No. 6, Chelsea Walk.
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JVP



Juvenile Ages 1313-18

Super Senses Save the Day

Kilpatrick, Irene

AZ-0012

(The Backyardigans) (Fiction) The world's best muffin is missing,
and it's up to the Super Senses Superheroes to save the day!

JVP



JVY

Audrey, Wait!
AZ-0037

(Fiction) While trying to score a date with her cute co-worker at the
Scooper Dooper, sixteen-year-old Audrey gains unwanted fame and
celebrity status when her ex-boyfriend, a rock musician, records a
breakup song about her that soars to the top of the Billboard charts.

It's Valentine's Day!

Lindner, Brooke



Benway, Robin

AZ-0008

(Blue's Clues) (Fiction) Blue and Sprinkles throw a surprise
Valentine's Day party for their friends to show how much they love
them.

JVY



Backtracked

De Alcantara, Pedro
JVP



(Fiction) While playing a dangerous subway prank, a fifteen-yearold slacker falls through a time-travel vortex and is transported to
different time periods in twentieth-century New York City, where he
learns firsthand about hardship.

Panda's Easter Basket

Morrow, Tara

AZ-0006

(Fiction) Receiving a huge Easter basket filled with jelly beans, a big
chocolate bunny, and other tasty treats, Panda can't control himself
and eats it all up in one sitting, but after he gets a big stomach ache,
Mom must come to the rescue and find a way to save their special
day.

JVP



JVY



AZ-0007

JVY



AZ-0001
JVY



AZ-0036

AZ-0011
JVY



Blue Moon

Noel, Alyson

AZ-0265

(Fiction) Ever turns to her beloved Damen to help her understand her
new abilities as an Immortal, but his powers are in decline, and as she
searches for a way to save him, she finds herself with a wrenching
choice to make.

Bear of My Heart

Ryder, Joanne

Apart

(Fiction) Two teenagers develop a friendship through letters as each
confides in the other about the hardships and disappointments in their
lives, but things do not turn out as they expected when they finally
meet in person.

(Fiction) With lilting, lyrical language and charmingly scenic views
of lambs drifting off wherever they may, one by one ten drowsy
sheep drop off to sleep, in a cozy country countdown.

JVP



Mac Intyre, R. P.

Ten Sleepy Sheep

Root, Phyllis

AZ-0039

(Fiction) Sixteen-year-old Bianca, a new girl at the sinister Evernight
boarding school, finds herself drawn to another outsider, Lucas, but
dark forces threaten to tear them apart and destroy Bianca's entire
world.

(Non Fiction) "The Very First Easter" introduces children to one of
the most marvelous stories of all time, the death of Jesus and his
miraculous return to life, by using vibrant artwork from "The
Beginner's Bible."

JVP

AZ-0324

 Evernight

Gray, Claudia

The Very First Easter

Pulley, Kelly

Lock and Key

(Fiction) When her mother abandons her at her estranged sister's
house to start her life anew, Ruby tries to adjust to her new home,
family, and strange new reality the best she can while dealing with
the sad fact that her mother is most probably gone from her life for
good.

(Non Fiction) This series of 12 Bible stories is perfect for reading
aloud and sharing with young children. Stories taken from both the
Old and New Testaments are retold in simple language and illustrated
with bright and cheerful pictures. Designed to convey key messages
and morals, these tales make an ideal introduction to the Bible.

JVP



Dessen, Sarah

The First Easter

Piper, Sophie

AZ-0038

AZ-0002

(Fiction) Whether splashing in a stream, rolling down a hill, or
snuggling with her cub, Mama Bear promises her baby that she will
always be there.

JVY



Evermore

Noel, Alyson

AZ-0266

(Fiction) Since the car accident that claimed the lives of her family,
sixteen-year-old Ever can see auras and hear people's thoughts, and
she goes out of her way to hide from other people until she meets
Damen, another psychic teenager who is hiding even more mysteries.
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JVY



MOT  Chicken Soup for the Soul Tough Times, Tough
People: 101 Stories About Overcoming the Economic Crisis and
Other Challenges

The Teashop Girls

Schaefer, Laura

AZ-0040

(Fiction) Fourteen-year-old Annie, along with her two best friends,
tries desperately to save her grandmother's beloved, old-fashioned
teashop in Madison, Wisconsin, while she also learns to accept the
inevitability of change in life.

Canfield, Jack

An inspirational guide offers advice on overcoming adversity, pulling
together, making do with less, facing challenges, and finding new
joys in a simpler life, offering hope at a time when many people have
lost money and many are losing their jobs, homes, or at least making
cutbacks.

JVY  Seventeen 500 Beauty Tips: Look Your Best for School,
Weekend, Parties & More!
Seventeen Magazine

AZ-0034

MOT



AZ-0285

Snake in the Glass

Atwell, Sarah

JVY  New Moon: The Complete Illustrated Movie
Companion

AZ-0212

(Glassblowing Mysteries) Allowing a nervous stranger to use her
kiln for an experimental gem treatment, Tucson glassblower Em
Dowell is horrified when a subsequent murder is tied to both the
stranger and Em's missing brother.

AZ-0169

Explore the making of the film New Moon in this ultimate visual
companion, lavishly illustrated with full-color photos of the cast,
locations, and sets. This beautiful paperback edition celebrates the
onscreen creation of Stephenie Meyer's fascinating world, brought to
life by Academy Award(R)-nominated director Chris Weitz. With
never-before-seen images, exclusive interviews and personal stories,
renowned author Mark Cotta Vaz takes you behind the scenes with
cast and crew, uncovering intimate details of the filmmaking process.



Haunting Jordan

Starting a new life in the quaint Pacific Northwest town of Port
Chatham, Jordan Marsh, while restoring the Victorian house she just
bought, finds herself once again immersed in mystery and mayhem
when two ghosts ask her to solve a century-old murder.

AZ-0041

MYS

MYS



Wild Indigo

Ault, Sandi

AZ-0175

Witnessing the death of a Tanoah man during a buffalo stampede,
Bureau of Land Management agent Jamaica Wild begins to suspect
that the man's demise may not have been accidental and evaluates the
evidence at the side of her Pueblo surrogate grandmother and an
adopted wolf cub.

Death on the River

Wilson, John



Alderman, P. J.

(Fiction) After getting drunk at the prom and revealing that he is gay,
Cameron's date threatens to tell his parents, beginning a wild night of
misadventures as Cameron tries to get a grip on what is truly most
important to him.

JVY

AZ-0345

Mystery

 A Really Nice Prom Mess

Vaz, Mark C.

God Stories: Inspiring Encounters With the Divine

An inspirational compendium of life-altering experiences from
people from every walk of life compiles more than one hundred reallife stories of people's encounters with the power of the divine in
breakthrough moments in their lives.

MYS

Sloan, Brian



Skiff, Jennifer

(Non Fiction) You always want to look great! So the editors of
Seventeen, the fashion and beauty guidebook for teen girls and young
women, have collected 500 of their best expert tips to ensure that you
look great for any occasion. Inside, you’ll find easy-to-follow tricks
for school, a party, or just hanging out with the girls. You’ll learn
how to tame your hair type, play up your skin tone, bring out your
natural glow, soothe sensitive skin, make lips look fuller, and
highlight your personal style, whether it’s flirty, fun, glamorous, or
wild! And every tip takes no time at all, so you won’t spend all day in
front of the mirror.

JVY

AZ-0168

AZ-0035
MYS

(Fiction) "Surviving prison camp is one thing, but can Jake survive
his trip home?"



Lie Down with the Devil

Barnes, Linda

AZ-0103

Boston private detective Carlotta Carlyle tackles a personal mystery
involving her mob-connected fiancé, Sam Gianelli, when he is
implicated in the murder of a young woman.

Inspirational/Motivational
MOT  All in the Family: 101 Stories About the Fine Line
Between Comedy & Tragedy in Our Dysfunctional Families

MYS

Canfield, Jack

Barr, Nevada

AZ-0343



Blind Descent
AZ-0173

Park ranger Anna Pigeon is enjoying the open spaces of Colorado
when she receives an urgent call. A young woman has been injured
while exploring a cave in New Mexico's Carlsbad Cavern Park.
Before she can be pulled to safety, she sends for her friend Anna.
Only one problem: a crushing fear of confined spaces has kept Anna
out in the open her whole life.

(Chicken Soup for the Soul) A quirky and fun holiday collection
shares stories of wacky, yet lovable, relatives, holiday meltdowns and
funny foibles, along with more serious stories about controlling
family members, flare-ups and more, emphasizing that no matter how
much we love our families, they are just a little dysfunctional.
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MYS



MYS

Bookplate Special

Barrett, Lorna



MYS

LP-3460



AZ-0213
MYS

(An Agatha Raisin Mystery) A former London PR expert, private
detective Agatha Raisin takes on the job of publicizing the local
church festival and finds herself falling for the fair organizer,
handsome widower George Selby, but she begins to regret her
involvement when several offerings in the jam-tasting booth turn out
to be poisoned and the festive family event becomes the scene of two
murders.

MYS





MYS

AZ-0102



MYS

AZ-0417

Dust to Dust



AZ-0100

A Catered Halloween

Crawford, Isis

AZ-0208

(A Mystery with Recipes) Hired to cater a charity haunted house at
the old Peabody School, sisters Bernadette and Libby Simmons find
murder on the menu when the death of wealthy socialite Amethyst
Applegate could hold the key to solving the decades-old "accidental"
death of a young girl.

MYS

AZ-0365

The Bordeaux Betrayal
AZ-0098

(A Wine Country Mystery) After taking over her family vineyard in
Virginia's Blue Ridge mountains, Lucie Montgomery attends a
lecture at Mount Vernon and is swept up in a mystery when the
lecturer dies, in a case with ties to the suspicious authenticity of a
wine once owned by Thomas Jefferson.

Sew Deadly

Casey, Elizabeth



Crosby, Ellen

(Chocoholic Mysteries, No. 8) As treasurer of Winter Fest, Lee
McKinney Woodyard copes with a multitude of problems, especially
when the guest juror of the art show arrives drunk and Lee's husband
finds the visiting dignitary's murdered remains the next day.





The Chocolate Snowman Murders

Carla, Jo Anna

MYS

LP-3471

(Diane Fallon Forensic Investigations, No. 7) Reluctantly agreeing to
help her private investigator friend with a murder case involving a
victim who may have recently found evidence about her incarcerated
brother's innocence, Diane Fallon sifts through the siblings' family
secrets only to uncover dangerous clues.

(A Joe Pickett Novel) In the wake of an elk hunter's grisly murder,
Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett is directed by the governor to
investigate the relevance of a mysterious poker chip found at the
crime scene.

MYS

Wash and Die

Connor, Beverly

Blood Trail

Box, C. J.

AZ-0206

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0479)). When
Charlotte LaRue, owner of the Maid for a Day cleaning service,
discovers the dead body of her houseguest, a recovering alcoholic, in
her living room, she becomes the number one suspect in the murder
investigation.

(Vintage Magic Mysteries, No. 2) Possessing a talent for connecting
with the ghost former owners of vintage clothes, new boutique owner
Madeira Cutler discovers a decades-old murdered body and is
challenged to piece together the circumstances of the victim's death, a
situation that is further complicated by a costume ball.

MYS



Colley, Barbara

Larceny and Lace

Blair, Annette

Blood Memory

Targeted for assassination after doing a story on an attempt on the
part of the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes to file a claim on their
ancestral lands, Denver investigative reporter Catherine McLeod
uncovers a dangerous conspiracy involving her ex-husband's wealthy
family and state politicians, as well as some startling facts about her
own heritage.

A Spoonful of Poison

Beaton, M. C.



Coel, Margaret

LARGE PRINT. Legendary police officer Vidocq has used his
mastery of disguise and surveillance to capture some of the most
notorious and elusive criminals of the Parisian underworld. Now, he
may prove that the Dauphin still lives.

MYS

AZ-0287

When former cheerleaders from her old squad start dying after their
fifteen-year-high school reunion, homicide detective Jordan
Sampson, following the clues left behind on each victim, must
discover who from her past wants her dead.

The Black Tower

Bayard, Louis

Up Close and Personal

Cassidy, Carla

AZ-0364

(A Booktown Mystery, No. 3) When her uninvited college roommate
Pammy Fredericks, a freeloading thief, is found dead in a dumpster,
bookstore owner Tricia Miles must solve this puzzling mystery.

MYS



AZ-0105
MYS

(Southern Sewing Circle, No. 1) Targeted by uncharitable town
gossip from the minute she arrives in a small South Carolina
community, librarian Tori struggles to move past the pain of her
cheating ex-husband and is forced to prove her innocence when a
corrupt police investigator pins a murder charge on her.



Dead Man Talking

Daniels, Casey

AZ-0283

(A Pepper Martin Mystery) Forced to be part of a local reality TV
show called Cemetery Survivor, Pepper Martin, heiress-turnedcemetery-tour-guide, finds her life taking an even stranger turn when
a ghost claims he was wrongly convicted of killing a young woman
and wants her to clear his name.
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MYS



MYS

Skeleton Lake

Doogan, Mike



MYS

AZ-0047

A Dog at Sea

Englert, J. F.

Turkey Flambé

Fairbanks, Nancy



LP-3472

MYS



AZ-0416

AZ-0284

(A Daring Finds Mystery) Taking a risk, single mother Dyce Dare
starts up Daring Finds, a furniture refinishing business, only to find
herself accused of murder when a dead body is found immersed in a
vat of lye, in this first installment of a brand new mystery series that
includes DIY refinishing tips and tricks.

MYS



The Catch

MYS



The Pot Thief Who Studied Pythagoras



AZ-0209

Bundle of Trouble

Orgain, Diana
True Detectives

Kellerman, Jonathan

AZ-0207

When a shady character offers him $25,000 to steal a thousand-yearold pot from the Valle del Rio Museum, Hubert Schuze knows he
should turn it down. His pot digging may be illegal, but it s a big step
from that to robbery. But he figures it can t hurt just to visit the
museum and assay his chances. He figured wrong. After deciding the
museum is impregnable, he returns to his shop to find a BLM agent
who accuses him of stealing the rare pot. Theft charges escalate to
murder, and Hubert must solve the crime to clear himself. His
powerful deductive skills and weak nerves are put to the test as he
creates a hoax to get the pot out of the museum and solves both the
first murder and a second one whose victim turns out to be the person
Schuze thought was murdered to begin with!

Dipped, Stripped, and Dead

Hyatt, Elise



Orenduff, J. Michael

(An Aurora Teagarden) When Robin Crusoe returns to Lawrenceton
to create a film, Roe Teagarden is surprised to learn that her
estranged stepson is part of the crew, and when the neighborhood
goes film crazy, an unknown murderer begins a killing spree.

MYS

AZ-0363

(A Joe Gunther Novel) When a deputy sheriff is killed during a
routine traffic stop, a murder preserved on the cruiser's tape
recording, Joe Gunther, now head of the Vermont Bureau of
Investigation, is called in to not only find the killers, but also to shut
down a major drug running operation with ties to drug kingpin Alan
Budney, the disaffected son of a New England lobsterman.

Last Scene Alive

Harris, Charlaine

All the Wrong Moves

Mayor, Archer

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AU-0354)). When
she is accused of orchestrating a terrorist attack on lower Manhattan
after a publicity stunt goes horribly wrong, food writer Carolyn Blue,
whose book launch has just gone down in flames, literally, must
expose a saboteur in her midst to save her damaged reputation.

MYS



(A Samantha Spade Mystery, No. 1) When she stumbles upon two
dead bodies during a test run, one of which is a former U.S. soldierturned-arms dealer, USAF Lieutenant Samantha Spade teams up with
Border Patrol agent Jeff "Mitch" Mitchell to find the truth and expose
an elaborate cover-up.

MYS



AZ-0214

Lovelace, Merline

AZ-0367

(A Bull Moose Dog Run Mystery) While on a pet lovers cruise,
Randolph, an intrepid Labrador Retriever, finds adventure, mystery,
and murder on the high seas as he and his owner Harry follow the
clues to the whereabouts of the long-lost Imogen, Randolph's
mistress and Harry's beloved girlfriend.

MYS

The Treacherous Teddy

(Bear Collector's Mysteries) Preparing his latest creation for a teddy
bear show, retired cop Brad Lyon is stumped by the fatal arrow
shooting of a local farmer and investigates clues pointing to a
growing number of suspects.

MYS





Lamb, John J.

Charlie Moon has been fighting crime, and investigating the truth
behind Ute tribal myths, for ages. Now, the seven-foot rancher and
part-time P.I. wants to carve out a little more time and space for
himself and a very significant other, FBI Special Agent Lila Mae
McTeague. Is that so wrong?

MYS

AZ-0366

(Mantra for Murder, No. 2) When one of her students, leading actress
Nicole Manning, is murdered, and all signs point to her rival, realityshow star Barbie Siragusa, as the killer, yoga instructor A.J.
Alexander, after some deep breathing exercises, decides to find the
truth the help of her new detective boyfriend.

Snake Dreams

Doss, James D.

Dial Om for Murder

Killian, Diana

AZ-0106

(A Nik Kane Alaska Mystery) Twenty years after receiving the first
big assignment of his career, Anchorage detective Nik Kane finds
himself badly injured during a case and identifies similarities
between his own situation and that of his predecessor's unsolved
murder.

MYS



AZ-0099

Believing her work-from-home job as a private investigator to be an
ideal complement to her responsibilities as a new mother, Kate
Connelly receives the disturbing news that her brother-in-law has
been murdered and that her husband is a top suspect.

AZ-0286

When ex-cop-turned-private-investigator Aaron Fox is hired to
investigate the disappearance of twenty-year old Caitlin Frostig, he
discovers that his estranged half-brother, cop Moses Reed, is also on
the case, but only after pooling their resources and consulting the
highly reputable psychologist Alex Delaware do they stand any
chance of solving the case.
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MYS



New Age

The Body in the Gallery

Page, Katherine

AZ-0415

(A Faith Fairchild Mystery) Secretly assisting her museum president
friend in a case involving a stolen piece of fine art, Faith Fairchild
stumbles upon a murder scene near a controversial exhibit and
becomes increasingly exasperated by the police's inability to
recognize important clues.

MYS



NEW

Memories of the Afterlife
AZ-0326

Dr. Michael Newton returns with amazing case studies that highlight
the profound impact of spiritual regression hypnosis on people's
everyday lives. These true accounts, handpicked and presented by
Life Between Lives hypnotherapists from around the world, feature
case studies of real people embarking on life-changing spiritual
journeys: returning to past lives as a Viking, a German WWII soldier,
a slave in the American South; reuniting with soul mates and spirit
guides; and more.

Rough Weather

Parker, Robert B.



Newton, Michael

AZ-0211

(A Spenser Novel) (Same as LP-3454) Reluctantly escorting the
gold-digging and recently separated Heidi Bradshaw to her daughter's
wedding, Boston private investigator Spenser hopes to reconnect with
his beloved Susan but becomes enmeshed in a kidnapping plot
involving his nemesis Rugar, in a case that is further complicated by
a hurricane.

Parenting/Childbirth
PAR  How to Raise a Drug-Free Kid: The Straight Dope for
Parents

MYS



Rough Weather

Parker, Robert B.

Califano, Jr., Joseph A.

LP-3454

This guide for parents offers advice on the most daunting topics,
including when and how to talk to kids about drugs, how to respond
when kids ask about your own experiences with alcohol and other
drugs, the different challenges facing girls and boys, and much more.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print, (AZ-0211))
Reluctantly escorting the gold-digging and recently separated Heidi
Bradshaw to her daughter's wedding, Boston private investigator
Spenser hopes to reconnect with his beloved Susan but becomes
enmeshed in a kidnapping plot involving his nemesis Rugar, in a case
that is further complicated by a hurricane.

MYS



PAR  Early Intervention Games: Fun, Joyful Ways to
Develop Social and Motor Skills in Children With Autism
Spectrum or Sensory Processing Disorders

Devil Bones

Reichs, Kathy

Sher, Barbara

AZ-0210



Play Dead

Rosenfelt, David

Psychology/Self Help
AZ-0104

Rescuing a golden retriever from euthanasia, wisecracking New
Jersey defense attorney Andy Carpenter subsequently learns that the
dog was involved in a previous owner's shocking murder conviction
and is persuaded by the man's sister to reopen the case, with
dangerous results.

MYS



PDY



The Complete Idiot's Guide to Bipolar Disorder

Carter, Jay

AZ-0101

Joining a circle of craft-loving women upon launching her new career
as a professional rubber stamper and restoration expert, April Buchert
prepares for her Pennsylvania community's annual Pumpkin Festival
before discovering a murdered body in a cornfield maze.

PDY  The Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Relationship:
How to Support Your Partner and Keep Your Relationship
Healthy
England, Diane

MYS



AZ-0080

Citing a prevalence in PTSD in America, a guide for partners of
PTSD sufferers shares practical counsel on such topics as managing a
loved one's emotions, communicating while separated by military
duty, and handling post-trauma sexual relations.

The Fashion Hound Murders

Viets, Elaine

AZ-0172

This comprehensive and reliable guide addresses how bipolar
disorder is different from other disorders, the latest research into
bipolar treatments, strategies for living with bipolar disorder, and
much more.

Inked Up

Thayer, Terri

AZ-0347

A guide aimed at parents, teachers and caregivers offers fun, simple
games and activities that can improve the lives of preschoolers and
kindergartners with Autism Spectrum or Sensory Processing
Disorders.

When a plumber discovers the remains of a murdered girl and various
dark religious objects in the cellar of a client's house, Temperance
Brennan is called in to investigate the case.

MYS

AZ-0190

AZ-0368

(Mystery Shopper, No. 5) Mystery shopper and mom Josie Marcus,
while investigating the cruel means used to breed designer dogs,
finds herself in the doghouse when her source, a disgruntled pet shop
employee, is murdered.
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PDY  Protein Shakes for the Brain: 90 Games and Exercises
to Work Your Mind's Muscle to the Max

ROM

Noir, Michel

Forensic anthropologist Caitlin Fleming, while investigating the
remains found dumped in a makeshift graveyard in the Oregon
wilderness, refuses to be distracted from her investigation by her
attraction to outdoor guide Zach Sharper.

Brant, Kylie

AZ-0081

The author of Dental Floss for the Mind provides dozens of brain
teasers and mental exercises, in a volume that organizes entries under
such categories as picture puzzles, memory games, and detective
mysteries.

ROM

REF



The Old Farmer's Almanac

In desperate need of someone to tutor him in the ways of polite
society, Leo Roberts, the next in line for an earldom and the power
and fortune that comes with it, turns to governess Ella Finch for help
and finds himself trapped in the sensual web of this seemingly
innocent beauty.

AZ-0194

ROM

AZ-0079

ROM



ROM

AZ-0305

Dying Scream
AZ-0373



A Dark Love

Carroll, Margaret

AZ-0216

Escaping her controlling psychopath husband who hides his dark
nature behind a successful career as a Washington, D.C.
psychoanalyst, Caroline assumes a new identity and falls in love with
a handsome outdoorsman, aware that her husband will never stop
looking for her.

Romancing the Pirate

Beattie, Michelle

ROM

AZ-0223



AZ-0114
ROM

Still wanting a baby when her marriage to undercover vice cop Gage
ends, a determined Jenna enlists the aid of her knitting circle
companions to formulate a plan to win Gage back and incite his
enthusiasm for fatherhood.



AZ-0115

One Week as Lovers

Dahl, Victoria

AZ-0116

Forced by propriety and a lack of funds to continue his effort to
marry in spite of his former fiancée's infidelity, Nicholas, the
Viscount Lancaster, reconnects with childhood friend Cynthia
Merrithorpe, who has never forgotten her unrequited love for
Nicholas.

Black Horse

Blake, Veronica

Obsidian Prey

A rune's mysterious power puts prospector Lyra Dore and cutthroat
businessman Cruz Sweetwater in danger, and only by trusting their
psychic instincts will Cruz and Lyra survive--and surrender to the
desire that binds them.

Loves Me, Loves Me Knot

Betts, Heidi



Castle, Jayne

Learning the truth about a childhood pirate attack that separated her
from her sister, Alicia Davidson stows away on the ship of former
family friend Blake Merritt, who longs to escape his painful past.





When she begins receiving notes and flowers from her late husband
Craig, Adrianna Barrington, doubting her sanity, is plunged into a
nightmare when the murders of three woman are linked to the man
she once loved and his mysterious family.

(NASCAR) After a highway accident destroys his dreams of
defending his championship title, former NASCAR racer Bryan
"Steel" Garrison, who refuses to admit that he needs help, meets his
match in the beautiful physical therapist his family has hired to take
care of him.

ROM

AZ-0117

Winning It All

Allison, Liz

ROM

Shoot to Thrill

Burton, Mary

Romance

ROM

AZ-0385

Reluctantly accepting what is promised to be a final mission, former
CIA spy Kick Jackson sets out to stop a violent plot by identifying a
terrorist, a situation that places him on the run from deadly enemies
and lands his fate in the hands of nurse Rainie Martin.

Citing a rise in the frequency of natural and human-made disasters,
an accessible reference shares advice on how to prepare a home or
office and includes coverage of such topics as insurance, evacuation
plans, and organizing emergency packs.





Bruhns, Nina

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Disaster Preparedness

Ramirez, Maurice A.

ROM

Wild Heart

Brighton, Lori

(2010) The timeless reference book returns with eighty full-color
pages; color weather-forecast maps; weather predictions;
astronomical data; gardening advice; recipes; articles on fishing,
raising animals, laughter, and more; ideas, hints, and charts that
provide simple solutions for everyday challenges; and much more.





AZ-0383

Reference/General

Old Farmer's Almanac

REF

Waking the Dead

AZ-0288

When his beautiful new wife is torn from his arms, Black Horse, a
powerful Sioux warrior and chief, risks both his freedom and life to
rescue her from the pony soldiers who are holding her hostage.
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ROM



ROM

Santa in a Stetson

Dailey, Janet



ROM



ROM



ROM



ROM

AZ-0222



AZ-0227
ROM

(The Chosen Ones) Discounting the legend of the Chosen as a myth
throughout her academia career, Rosamund Hill accompanies the
sensual Aaron Eagle on clandestine trips to private museums, where
they investigate a mysterious prophecy.

ROM





AZ-0121

Feel the Heat



AZ-0293

A Christmas Scandal

Goodger, Jane

AZ-0290

When she arrives in England for the Christmas birth of her dear
friend's baby, Maggie Pierce, plagued by shameful secrets, gets a
second chance at love with Edward Hollings, the man she has never
been able to forget, who is determined to make her his, forever, in the
sequel to "Marry Christmas" (AX-0129).

Storm of Visions

Dodd, Christina

Where the Wind Blows

A New York Times best-selling author presents a hot new novel of
the alpha heroes of Black Ops, Inc., in which Raphael Mendoza must
return to Colombia, with Defense Intelligence officer B. J. Chase
posing as his fiancé, to find the key to dismantling a rogue weapons
system.

Storm of Shadows

Dodd, Christina



Gerard, Cindy

Hoping to escape a tragic past by resettling in the west, JoAnna Lund
and her father are impeded by a Navajo holy man who would protect
his people's land and with whom JoAnna falls unexpectedly in love.

ROM

AZ-0291

(Home in the Heartland) Falling in love with Jessie Strong, former
drifter Chase Logan agrees to pose as her husband to assist her
adoption of a three-year-old girl, a situation that is challenged by
their limited supplies and Jessie's dread about Chase's eventual
departure.

Navajo Night

Didier, Carol Ann

Dark Curse

Fyffe, Caroline

AZ-0215

Ten years after her sister is rendered comatose, Maddie Temple fears
that the psychic connection linking them will cause her to lose her
sanity and turns to a handsome psychiatrist who would save her from
those who would exploit her powers.

ROM

AZ-0371

(A Carpathian Novel) Escaping from her evil father to pursue her
Carpathian destiny as a Dragonseeker, Lara Calladine is tormented by
nightmares that may hold the key to the dark secrets of her childhood
and joins forces with Nicolas De La Cruz to uncover the truth about
both of their pasts.

Dark Legacy

De Stefano, Anna



Feehan, Christine

AZ-0112

Practicing her seductive wiles on her brother's best friend while
targeting another man for marriage, adventurous Lucy Waltham
experiences unanticipated and passionate feelings for the friend, who
returns Lucy's experimental kisses to distract her from her scheming
plans.

ROM

The Care and Taming of a Rogue

Presumed dead, rugged adventurer Captain Bennett Wolfe returns to
London society and is sought after by every marriage-minded young
woman, but the only woman he wants is Lady Phillipa Eddison, a
bookish young lady who knows nothing about the rituals of
courtship.

Goddess of the Hunt

Dare, Tessa



Enoch, Suzanne

AZ-0376

When a one-night stand leads to the unexpected, Lana Biel, who has
always dreamt of leaving her Vermont town and seeing the world,
turns to her best friend Eli Ward for help, and Eli, discovering that he
has fallen in love with Lana, wonders if their friendship can survive if
she does not feel the same way.

ROM

AZ-0224

Retreating into the mountains to protect his clan when he is infected
with smallpox, Eagle Wolf is treated throughout the course of his
disease by the red-headed Nicole Tyler, who has fled a bigamist who
would make her his third wife.

It Happened One Night

Dale, Lisa

Savage Dawn

Edwards, Cassie

AZ-0303

As Christmas approaches, Diana Palmer, starting a new life in New
Mexico, misses the bright lights of the big city until a ruggedly
handsome rancher arrives at her door unannounced with a fresh pine
tree slung over his shoulder.

ROM



AZ-0119

(The Chosen Ones, Book One) A descendant of twins born to spread
good or evil throughout the world, Jacqueline Vargha staunchly
denies her psychic visions until she is urged by Caleb D'Angelo to
accept her place as one of the Chosen.

ROM



The Laird Who Loved Me

Hawkins, Karen

AZ-0219

Having enjoyed his flirtation with Caitlyn Hurst before a public
embarrassment, MacLean laird Alexander decides to get even at a
fashionable party, a retaliation that goes wrong when Caitlyn
proposes an enticing wager.
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ROM



ROM

So Into You

Hill, Sandra



ROM



ROM



LP-3476

ROM

AZ-0384



AZ-0381

ROM

Summer of Two Wishes
AZ-0228

Picking up the pieces of her life after her military husband is killed in
the line of duty, Macy eventually remarries and finds happiness
before the shocking discovery that her first husband is still alive.

ROM

AZ-0165



A Wolf in Wolf's Clothing

Mac Gillivray, Deborah

AZ-0122

Plotting with his brothers to take revenge on the Montgomerie family
by seducing three sisters, Trev sets his sights on artist Raven, whose
preference for socializing with misfit animals and people contrasts
with Trev's designer lifestyle.

AZ-0298

ROM

After the death of his brother, Edward, Marquess of Foye, in order to
continue his line, must take a wife and vows to choose a woman who
would be no threat to his feelings, but his plan goes awry when he
meets studious Sabine Godard.



AZ-0382

Indiscreet

Jewel, Carolyn

ROM



London, Julia

When lawyers and rivals Payton Kendall and J. D. Jameson are
forced to work together on a major case, an all-out battle of the sexes,
both in the boardroom and in the bedroom, ensues when they
discover that only one of them will make partner at the firm.



To Love a Wicked Lord

Practice Makes Perfect

James, Julie

ROM



When Lord Montrose, a spy for the Crown who knows everyone,
agrees to help her find her missing fiancé, Phillipa Carstairs tries to
ignore her growing feelings for this irresistibly handsome man as
they search England for her husband-to-be.

Reynaud St. Aubyn has spent the last seven years in hellish captivity.
Now half mad with fever he bursts into his ancestral home and
demands his due. Can this wild-looking man truly be the last earl's
heir, thought murdered by Indians years ago?



AZ-0369

To Desire a Devil

Hoyt, Elizabeth

ROM

All He Desires

Layton, Edith

Hoping to spare her family shame, spirited Pleasance Dunstan sneaks
into Tearlach O'Duine's room to retrieve scandalous love letters, but
when she is caught red-handed, she is forced to become his servant.
ROM

AZ-0110

When she, far from home, is injured in a fall from her horse, Miss
Caroline Huntington must place her life in the hands of Alex
Trentham, a stranger who has not practiced as a physician in a long
time, and finds herself drawn to this worldly man who sets her body
on fire with his touch.

Wild Conquest

Howell, Hannah



Lawson, Anthea

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AU-0863)). A tale
of danger, action, suspense, and romance as widow Bailey Wingate,
left control of the family fortune by her late husband despite her
scheming adult stepchildren, finds her life, and her heart, in the hands
of handsome pilot Cam Justice.
ROM

Cold Midnight

A decade after a brutal assault ends her athletic career, Kylie McKay
returns to her hometown in an effort to rebuild her life only to
discover that someone is trying to kill her, a situation for which she is
aided by a detective who never stopped loving her.

Up Close and Dangerous

Howard, Linda



Lamb, Joyce

AZ-0113

Despairing of her grandmother's romantic matchmaking notions, Ally
Giordano is set up with the commitment-phobic Sam Carson, who
vows to strip Ally of her good-girl ways before unexpectedly falling
in love with her.

ROM

AZ-0120

(Bitter Creek) Picking up a pretty woman, Grace, outside his favorite
bar in Texas, FBI agent Breed Grayhawk is unaware that she has just
finished a wrongful sentence for murdering her parents and is
breaking into her late father's colleagues' homes in search of evidence
that will clear her name.

How to Tame a Modern Rogue

Holquist, Diana

A Stranger's Game

Johnston, Joan

AZ-0118

Resisting the love of handsome friend Angel Sabato in her preference
for her high-adventure life as a sometime treasure hunter, poker
player, and folk healer, Grace O'Brien assists a family of Katrina
orphans who do not want to be separated and enlists Angel in her
plan to rebuild their home.

ROM



Counterfeit Lady

Mac Tavish, Dawn

AZ-0372

When Alice, a servant and daughter of a strict Methodist minister,
takes her friend's place at a masquerade, sampling the pleasures of
the ton for one evening, she encounters the man of her dreams and
decides to continue the deception.

Vow of Seduction

Johnson, Angela



AZ-0304

Escaping from prison, warrior knight Sir Alex de Beaumont returns
home to his bride only to discover that she is preparing to marry
another man, and he vows to win her back by any means necessary.
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ROM



ROM

Right Next Door

Macomber, Debbie



Thirteen Chances

Miles, Cindy

AZ-0166

AZ-0229

Walking the earth in spirit form for 800 years after a botched spell,
Welsh crusader Christian remains true to his love for Emma, who he
repeatedly loses throughout her reincarnate lifetimes before a trio of
witches risks all to unite them permanently.

The New York Times best-selling author presents two of her classic
romances, "The Courtship of Carol Sommars" and "Father's Day, " in
which Robin's ten-year-old son befriends Cole Camden's dog,
bringing together the aloof and unfriendly Cole, who is still mourning
the deaths of his wife and son, and Robin, who is also dealing with a
tragic loss.

ROM



The Bridegroom

Miller, Linda Lael
ROM



Wyoming Brides

Macomber, Debbie

(Stone Creek, No. 5) Determined to honor a long-standing promise,
undercover agent Gideon Yarbro interrupts an ill-advised wedding
between Lydia and a heartless lawyer and marries the young woman
himself before clashing with the vengeful jilted man's hired gun.

AZ-0123

In "Denim and Diamonds," a Hollywood actress returns home in the
hopes of reuniting with a past love; while in "The Wyoming Kid," an
ex-rodeo cowboy falls for an argumentative woman who has no
interest in him.

ROM



Silver Silence

Nash, Joy
ROM



AZ-0299

Transported back in time and into the arms of a Rebel soldier,
Victoria Hamilton finds herself caught in the middle of the Civil War
where she must choose between love and returning to her own time.
ROM



ROM

ROM
AZ-0294

ROM



ROM
How to Tame a Lady

Michaels, Kasey

How to Tempt a Duke

Michaels, Kasey

Chosen by Desire
AZ-0289



Lucky Break
AZ-0300

When he meets Lauren Perkins, contractor Jason Corwin is unable to
stay away from this beautiful woman who just might be able to break
the curse that has plagued his family for years.
ROM





Phillips, Carly

AZ-0296

Vowing never to fall in love, adventurous beauty Lady Nicole
Daughtry captures the attention of the Marquess of Basingstoke when
her pursuit of scandal brings a mysterious enemy into her life.
ROM

AZ-0111

When she "borrows" a cursed scroll from a Chinese monastery to
solve an ancient mystery, Carrie Woods finds herself plagued by
danger, strange powers, life-threatening accidents, and one sexy
Guardian who is determined to strip her of both her secrets and the
scroll.

AZ-0226

Losing her enthusiasm for a mission upon learning that her partner
will be Navy SEAL and former lover Gus Atwater, CIA agent Lucy
Donovan remembers deeply buried feelings for Gus when their
survival becomes dependent on their cooperation.
ROM

Comanche Moon Rising

Perry, Kate

Show No Fear

Melton, Marliss



When catastrophic weather renders her the head of her family ranch
and the guardian of her younger brother, Shiloh finds herself caring
for an ailing Comanche child and unexpectedly falling for the child's
handsome war-chief brother.

Former pop princess Dakota Dunn attempts to start a new life in
Tennessee where she plans to fix up the last piece of property she
owns and write some new songs until she meets ornery cowboy Trace
Coleman who is none too happy about her arrival.



AZ-0377

O'Banyon, Constance

He's No Prince Charming

Mc Lane, LuAnn

ROM

Love Me Now

(Matchmaker) On a mission of revenge, fashion designer Kenya
Whitaker decides to make Trey Evans, the man who stole her father's
company, fall in love with her and then break his heart, a plan that
backfires when she starts falling for him.

AZ-0370

When she awakens three years in the future, alone, Clara wonders
what happened to her husband and the child she was expecting, in
this heartwarming story about a love that transcends time.





Norfleet, Celeste O.
The Best Gift

Markham, Wendy

ROM

AZ-0380

Searching for druids strong enough in the Light to battle the coming
evil, Rhys, sworn to protect the innocent Breena, a seer he secretly
desires, must journey to the Lost Lands to another time and save her
from the evil that is holding her captive.

Jewels of Time

Mallory, Tess

AZ-0109



My Favorite Witch

Plumley, Lisa

AZ-0217

AZ-0221

Leaving her magical desert hometown to pursue a life in the ordinary
world, hapless witch Dayna is tracked down by half-warlock T.J.,
whose attraction to Dayna compromises his mission to prevent a
dangerous uprising.

Managing the dukedom of former soldier Rafael Doughtry while
hiding both her love for him and a dark secret, Mina Seavers
becomes a positive influence to Rafael's unruly sisters and compels
him to win her trust.
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ROM



ROM

The Lost Duke of Wyndham

Quinn, Julia



Hard to Hold

Tyler, Stephanie

LP-3468

LARGE PRINT. A carefree rogue, veteran soldier, and one-time
highwayman, Jack Audley is forced to abandon his reckless existence
when he is recognized as the long-lost heir to the House of
Wyndham, a discovery that could force him to take on the unwanted
title of Duke of Wyndham and brings him into the orbit of Grace
Eversleigh, the hard-working companion to the dowager Duchess of
Wyndham.

ROM

 Fixin' Tyrone

Walker, Keith
ROM



AZ-0379

Rugged cowboy Duncan McBride doesn't know how to handle his
attraction to archaeologist Raven La Blanc who has come to his ranch
to authenticate cave drawings, and who has no time for romance or
him.

ROM



ROM



LP-3477

ROM



AZ-0301

ROM



ROM



AZ-0297



At the King's Command
AZ-0107

(Tudor Rose) Commanded by Henry VIII to marry a vagabond
woman accused of stealing a horse, widower Baron Stephen de Lacey
initially dismisses his bride as a nuisance before discovering her
passionate heart and royal heritage.

AZ-0225
ROM



The Maiden's Hand

Wiggs, Susan

AZ-0220

(Tudor Rose Trilogy, Book Two) Living an unrepentant life of
pleasure and debauchery, rogue Oliver de Lacey attracts the attention
of Mistress Lark, whose secret work with Protestant dissidents
prompts her to thwart Oliver's imminent hanging.

The Pleasures of Sin

Trapp, Jessica

I Can Make You Love Me

Wiggs, Susan

Aiding the case of a prostitute's mauling death that doesn't add up,
biologist and mountain lion expert Shay Phillips teams up with Dark
Canyon's newly arrived Sheriff, Luke Meza, to investigate an angry
ex-lover, an unfaithful spouse, and their own budding attraction.

ROM



AZ-0302

Set the Dark on Fire

Sorenson, Jill

AZ-0218

Recovering from a painful divorce, single mother Wynn Evans gets a
second chance at love when real estate attorney Adam Carlyle, a man
from her past, sets out to win her heart despite many obstacles.

(A Rogue Hunter Novel) When rogue vampire Nicholas Argeneau,
who has been in hiding for the last fifty years, comes to the rescue of
Josephine Willan, he is thrown into jail for a crime he did not commit
and must rely on this beautiful mortal to help him prove his
innocence.

ROM

I Need More

White-Owens, Karen

The Renegade Hunter

Sands, Lynsay

AZ-0295

Astonished by her husband's abrupt departure, Dr. Erika Johnson
serves him with divorce papers and attempts to move on, unaware
that he still loves her and withdrew from their marriage for his secret
convictions.

Stalked by a killer, Rand Brandenburg, the survivor of a mysterious
experiment gone wrong who can see the future, hides out with others
of his kind and falls for a mysterious redhead named Zoe, who,
unable to control her powers, tries to shut him out of her heart.

ROM



White, Kimberley

Out of the Darkness

Rush, Jaime

A Highlander's Temptation

When she is rescued by the sworn enemy of her clan, Darroc
MacConacher, Arabella MacKenzie, against her better judgment,
falls in love with him and wonders if their union could put an end to
generations of feuding.

LARGE PRINT. While the special assistant to the head of the
National Security Agency has been whisked away by the CIA, a
mystified and expendable look-alike, who had been told she has
amnesia, begins to realize she's being used.

ROM



Welfonder, Sue-Ellen

Obsession

Robards, Karen

AZ-0374

In this heart-wrenching love story, a successful young woman
reunites with the father of her child after he is released from prison
and inspires him to become a better man.

One Night With You

Ray, Francis

AZ-0375

While trying to smuggle Dr. Isabelle Markham out of Africa without
igniting an international incident, Navy SEAL Lt. Jake Hansen is
distracted from his mission by his attraction to this brave and
beautiful woman as they are trapped in the jungle together.

AZ-0414
ROM

When Lady Brenna tricks privateer James Vaughn, who has been
charged with ridding the land of rebels disloyal to the king, into
marrying her instead of her innocent younger sister, she finds herself
in danger of losing both her life and her heart.



Blindsided

Williams, Tammy

AZ-0108

When a physical affair blossoms into real love, playboy Norris
Converse finds the relationship tested by an ex's announcement that
he has a fifteen-year-old biracial daughter, a situation that is further
complicated by his girlfriend's inclination to prioritize her career.
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ROM



SFF

Dragon Moon

York, Rebecca



Patriots

Drake, David

AZ-0292

AZ-0237

When politicians from the corrupt Earth government try to force
pioneers away from the resource-rich planet of Greenwood, its
settlers band together under the leadership of Yerby Bannock to save
their homes and livelihoods.

This USA Today best-selling author presents a paranormal romance
that follows Kenna, an enslaved psychic from another world, as she,
sent to Earth to gather information for her master, falls in love with a
mysterious werewolf who is the key to breaking her enslavement.

Science Fiction

SFF



Eifelheim

Flynn, Michael
SFF



Historian Tom and his girlfriend Sharon, a theoretical physicist,
search for the truth about the 1349 disappearance of the German town
of Eifelheim as the Black Death strengthened its grip on Europe,
unaware that Father Deitrich, the village priest in 1348, was the first
contact between humankind and mysterious aliens.

Doubleblind

Aguirre, Ann

AZ-0124

AZ-0306

Chosen as an ambassador of peace, notorious troublemaker Sirantha
Jax, a "jumper" who navigates ships through grimspace, must
negotiate an alliance with the Ithtorians to save humanity, while
dealing with the raiders, flesh-eating aliens, and pirates who stand in
her way.

SFF



Marsbound

Haldeman, Joe
SFF



Heart of Veridon

Akers, Tim

AZ-0307

When an old friend gives him a strange artifact, Jacob Burn, pilot,
criminal, and the disgraced son of one of the founding families of the
ancient city of Veridon, goes up against a dark entity that forces him
to question everything he knows about himself.

SFF



SFF

SFF



Footprints

Archer, Alex



SFF



AZ-0230

AZ-0308



The Last Centurion
AZ-0236

In the wake of dual catastrophes that strike Earth in the second
decade of the twenty-first century, a mini ice age and a devastating
plague, an American Army officer who becomes known as "Bandit
Six" becomes caught up in the desperate struggle to rebuild the world
and prevent the ultimate fall of his homeland.

The Prisoner

Cortes, Carlos J.

Vigilante

Ringo, John

A last surviving member of the ancient Valkyries race returns to the
last surviving city on her dying world to reclaim a sword of power
owned by her lost brothers and sisters, an effort that is challenged by
a hunting Mingan the Wolf.

SFF

AZ-0238

(A Major Ariane Kedros Novel) When she and her partner, Matt,
stumble upon alien ruins on a remote moon that bear evidence of an
ancient and highly advanced technology, pilot Ariane must stop the
rogue leader of a fringe Terran sect who wants to destroy this
technology in an attempt to avenge the death of his family.

All the Windwracked Stars

Bear, Elizabeth



Reeve, Laura E.

AZ-0235

(Rogue Angel) Investigating a friend's evidence of Big Foot's
existence, archaeologist Annja Creed travels to the Pacific northwest
woods only to discover that her friend has gone missing, a situation
that pits her against armed thugs, predators, and mysterious spirits.

SFF

Salamander

(Warhammer 40,000: Space Marines, No. 1) Searching for an
ancient artifact only to discover themselves on a world overrun by
Chaos, the Space Marines from the Salamanders Chapter confront the
Fire-born warriors, a race of implacable beings who spark growing
rivalries among the Salamanders.

AZ-0232

Summoned back into active duty, former Field Commander Therese
Drajeske is sent into the lawless Erasmus System to investigate the
murder of her believed-immortal friend only to discover a shattering
secret for which she is forced to make a terrible sacrifice.

SFF



Kyme, Nick
Bitter Angels

Anderson, C. L.

AZ-0126

Joining her family as a colonist on Mars, rebellious young Carmen
Dula ventures alone into the harsh Martian landscape, where an
accident nearly kills her and she is rescued by a mysterious alien that
wants her to warn the human colonists on Mars that others had
arrived first.

SFF

AZ-0388



Flash Forward

Sawyer, Robert J.

When idealist Laurel Cole infiltrates Washington, D.C.'s maximum
security "sugar cube" to expose it's deadly secrets and break out one
special inmate, she soon discovers that she is in way over her head.

AZ-0234

An unexpected consequence of a large-scale scientific experiment
places everyone in the world temporarily unconscious and provides
transforming foreknowledge of what will happen throughout the next
twenty years.
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SFF



SUS

Decay Inevitable

Williams, Conrad



SUS

SUS

Sports/Recreation

LP-3445

SUS

SUS
Divine Justice

Too Close to Home

AZ-0142

Smoke Screen
LP-3442



Angel's Tip
LP-3461

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1263)). In the
aftermath of a college student's murder, NYPD detective Ellie
Hatcher builds a case against a young man last seen with the victim
but doubts her original conclusions when she recognizes similarities
between the killing and three deaths from a decade earlier.

AZ-0143

SUS

Box, C. J.



Burke, Alafair

Using his neighbor's house to spend some private time with his
girlfriend while the Barclays are on vacation, Derek Cutter suddenly
becomes the prime suspect in a small-town murder case when the
Barclays return home early and are unexpectedly killed, with Derek
still hiding in their basement.



Smoke Screen

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0142)). This
best-selling work follows a theme of role reversal and the abuse of
power, in a tale in which corruption and betrayals turn friends against
one another and force criminals to become heroes.

SUS

SUS



Brown, Sandra
AZ-0243

Barclay, Linwood

LP-3453

(Same as LP-3442) This best-selling work follows a theme of role
reversal and the abuse of power, in a tale in which corruption and
betrayals turn friends against one another and force criminals to
become heroes.

Having assassinated the two men who had been inhibiting his
freedom, John Carr becomes the target of a high-stakes manhunt
involving the highest levels of the U.S. government, prompting Joe
Knox to launch a frustrating investigation that tests the resources of
the Camel Club.



The Lost Symbol

Brown, Sandra

Suspense

SUS

AZ-0396

LARGE PRINT. The eagerly awaited follow-up to the best-selling
The Da Vinci Code once again features Robert Langdon and weaves
five years of the author's research into the story's twelve-hour
timeframe, in an exhilarating thriller that is full of surprises.

LARGE PRINT. A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist chronicles an
improbable and inspirational sports story, the extraordinary journey
of Brian Kinchen, a family man and Bible teacher three years' retired
from the NFL who was recalled to play for the New England Patriots.

Baldacci, David



Brown, Dan

SPO  The Long Snapper: The True Story of a Second
Chance, a Super Bowl, a Lesson for Life



Whiplash: A Dreamland Thriller

When American agents discover a vast, invisible terrorist network
dedicated to orchestrating a nuclear nightmare, a covert strike force
known as Whiplash, led by Dreamland veterans Danny Freah and
former ace pilot Breanna Stockard, are sent in to stop the threat.

(Warhammer 40,000) A latest installment in the series that features
the Inquisitors from the Warhammer universe takes readers to the
battlefields of a distant future world.

SUS



Brown, Dale

AZ-0125

Marx, Jeffrey

AZ-0130

(A Novel of Suspense) Investigating a suspicious fire at a
controversial bio-tech firm, Nora English of the FBI domesticterrorism unit discovers that a victim at the scene was killed prior to
the accident and reluctantly teams up with the company's security
specialist to counter an anti-technology group.

Emperor's Mercy

Zou, Henry

Cutting Edge

Brennan, Allison

AZ-0233

This is a novel charting the grim territories of the shadow line that
trembles at the very end of life. These are badlands of horrifying
dreams and demons where a black market in unspeakable goods takes
place. A race is on to unearth the secrets of the soul, secrets woven
into the fabric of death itself.

SFF





Angel's Tip

Burke, Alafair

Three Weeks to Say Goodbye

AZ-0413

(Same as LP-3461) In the aftermath of a college student's murder,
NYPD detective Ellie Hatcher builds a case against a young man last
seen with the victim but doubts her original conclusions when she
recognizes similarities between the killing and three deaths from a
decade earlier.

AZ-0394

Delighted when they finally achieve their dream of adopting a baby,
Jack and Melissa are devastated when their daughter Angelina's
teenage birth father and her grandfather, a powerful Denver judge, set
out to put aside the adoption and, realizing that there is something
sinister about their motivations, risk everything to protect their child.
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SUS



SUS

The Sword of the Templars

Christopher, Paul

SUS



AZ-0136

SUS





AZ-0197

SUS

The Brass Verdict

Connelly, Michael



SUS

Extreme Measures



AZ-0246

Wolf's Gambit



AZ-0251

The Keepsake

Gerritsen, Tess

The Assassin

Coonts, Stephen

AZ-0240

Recognizing a series of animal attacks as the hallmark of a rogue
werewolf who has lost control of his violent nature, werewolf
homicide detective Nick Lupo faces the difficult position of having to
protect humans by hunting down one of his own kind.

SUS





Gagliani, W. D.

AZ-0134

Shocked by her grandmother's death a day after she travels to New
Delhi to have affordable hip-replacement surgery, UCLA medical
student Jennifer Hernandez heads to India for answers and uncovers a
series of unexplained deaths, a finding that forces her to turn to her
medical-examiner mentor, Dr. Montgomery, for assistance.

SUS

The Bodies Left Behind

Having led a prestigious military and intelligence career, Hank
Casey, a protégé of counter-terrorism operative Mitch Rapp,
struggles with the ethics and challenges of his job when the
government inexplicably turns against him.

Foreign Body

Cook, Robin



Flynn, Vince

AZ-0242

Hoping to revitalize his career when he inherits a high-profile defense
case after a fellow lawyer is murdered, Mickey Haller discovers that
he may be the next target and reluctantly teams up with LAPD
detective Harry Bosch to find the killer.

SUS

AZ-0397

Arriving at a deserted lake house to investigate an aborted call to
police, Deputy Anna McCafferty walks into the middle of a heinous
crime and is deprived of her weapon, car, and phone, forced to flee,
along with the twenty-five-year-old daughter of the murdered couple,
from the perpetrators.

While a scientist desperately struggles to prevent radioactive samples
from leaking out of a collapsing building, her comatose twin baffles
experimental researchers, and a soldier is caught in a deadly
international corporate scheme.

SUS

The Wrong Side of Dead

Deaver, Jeffery

Blind Eye

Coffey, Jan

LP-3443

Unable to remember the events that led to him being accused of
murder, computer genius Seth Harper, with the help of his former
boss, bounty hunter Jessie Beckett, must confront his dark past to
recover the lost gaps of his memory and prove his innocence.

Catching the attention of the entire country when her daughter is
kidnapped, news anchor Eliza Blake becomes increasingly frustrated
by authorities and enlists the help of her producer, cameraman, and
psychiatrist to outwit the kidnappers.

SUS



Dane, Jordan

It Only Takes a Moment

Clark, Mary Jane

TailSpin

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1357)).
Dispatched to the Kentucky mountains to discern the fates of a
missing special agent and a doctor who is being protected by the FBI,
agents Savich and Sherlock find the case further complicated by a
young woman on the run and the doctor's mental deterioration.

LP-3438

LARGE PRINT. TV host Eliza Blake and her colleagues are
touring a historic New York estate when a body is discovered along
with a clue in a stone fountain, causing Eliza and the home's owners
to uncover even more clues and riddles; but someone his determined
to keep one last secret and threatens the lives of Eliza and her crew.

SUS



Coulter, Catherine

Dying for Mercy

Clark, Mary Jane

AZ-0250

Leaving behind her Charleston forensic pathology practice to accept
an assignment in New York City, Kay Scarpetta learns the story of an
injured psychiatric patient who claims he was attacked by a stalker
who was killing someone else at the time.

SUS



Scarpetta

Cornwell, Patricia

AZ-0052

When West Point instructor John Holliday discovers a mysterious
medieval sword among his late uncle's possessions, he is drawn into a
war that has been fought for centuries involving the legendary
Knights Templar and ruthless opponents who are willing to die for
their cause.

SUS



AZ-0247

Invited to witness the X-ray scanning of a mummy, medical examiner
Dr. Maura Isles is shocked to discover that the mummy is not
centuries old, but rather is a recent murder victim, and joins forces
with Boston PD detective Jane Rizzoli in an investigation that
uncovers other similar crimes tied to a diabolical predator who has
already targeted his next victim.

AZ-0127

A follow-up to The Traitor follows the poisoning murder of a
prominent Russian dissident whose demise reveals the work of a
traitor, forcing special agent Tommy Carmellini to track down a
seductive Frenchwoman with possible ties to escaped terrorist leader
Abu Qasim.
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SUS



SUS

A Perfect Place to Pray

Goodwin, I. L.



SUS



SUS



SUS

LP-3464



SUS



AZ-0245



The Mercedes Coffin
AZ-0137

When a billionaire heiress connects a recent high-profile murder to an
unsolved killing from fifteen years earlier, LAPD lieutenant Peter
Decker schedules an interview with a detective from the first case,
only to learn of the man's suspicious suicide, which prompts his
collaboration with his wife and daughter to solve the case.

AZ-0048

SUS

A former colleague asks cable television writer Katie Schottland,
who was fired from her CIA dream job without an explanation fifteen
years earlier, for help, and offers insight into the mystery of Katie's
dismissal in return.



Exposed

Past Perfect

Isaacs, Susan

SUS



Kellerman, Faye

AZ-0412

When he encounters a strange woman carrying a blood-stained
Confederate flag, Gabriel Hunt comes to her aid and stumbles upon a
secret that reveals the location of the legendary Fountain of Youth.

SUS

AZ-0141

(A Maggie O'Dell Novel) When FBI criminal profiler Maggie O'Dell
walks into a killer's trap and is exposed to a deadly virus, she, along
with Assistant Director Cunningham, must race against time to take
down a self-declared aficionado of criminal minds who uses clues,
methods, and phrases from other serial killers.

Hunt at the Well of Eternity

Hunt, Gabriel

Silent Thunder

Kava, Alex

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0577)). When
her husband becomes one of dozens of commuters who are killed in a
tragic Grand Central Station accident, Karen Friedman struggles to
rebuild her life with her two teenage children, until a pair of strangers
arrives demanding large funds from her late husband's investment
business.

SUS



Assigned the task of creating a schematic of a recently purchased
Russian nuclear submarine that is slated for museum exhibition,
architect Hannah Bryson enlists the help of her brother, Connor, who
discovers a mysterious message behind a panel before he is brutally
murdered.

The Dark Tide

Gross, Andrew

AZ-0390

Johansen, Iris

AZ-0309

Promising law school graduate Kyle McAvoy's dark secret is
discovered by some unscrupulous characters who blackmail him into
taking a job with a prestigious law firm, where he participates in an
illegal and dangerous scheme.

SUS

Deadlock

Dedicating her life to rescuing priceless artifacts from being
destroyed by war, Emily Hudson is captured and tormented by a
sadistic adversary, a situation for which the CIA calls on mercenary
John Garrett for help in Emily's rescue.

The Associate

Grisham, John



Johansen, Iris

AZ-0312

While renovating her historic Florida mansion, Sarah McKinley finds
the remains of dozens of bodies that are linked to current missingpersons cases as well as a long-ago murder, which brings her face-toface with a killer who has the ability to transcend time.

SUS

LP-3439

LARGE PRINT. (A Beaumont and Brady Novel) The best-selling
author of such works as Damage Control and Justice Denied presents
a latest high-stakes thriller featuring the collaborative efforts of Beau
and Brady.

Unhallowed Ground

Graham, Heather

Fire and Ice

Jance, J. A.

AZ-0138

Fleeing with her daughter to Louisiana after enduring years of
domestic abuse at the hands of her homicide detective husband, Mae
Spencer endeavors to put her life back together and pursues a new job
and relationship before her husband manages to track her down.

SUS





The Asylum Prophecies

Keyes, Daniel

AZ-0310

In this novel of suspense, a disturbed and suicidal young woman with
multiple personalities is the only person who can stop an impending
terrorist attack against the United States and must fight to free herself
from her captors, and her mind, to save thousands of innocent lives.

Chosen to Die

Jackson, Lisa

AZ-0128

SUS

Detective Selena Alvarez embarks on a desperate search for her
missing partner, Detective Regan Pescoli, who has been abducted by
a serial murderer known as the Star Crossed Killer, in a case that
takes Selena and Regan's boyfriend, Nate, on a dangerous quest into
the Montana woods.



Envy the Night

Koryta, Michael

AZ-0133

A follow-up to the Edgar-nominated "Tonight I Said Goodbye" (AR1747) finds a U.S. marshal's son journeying to Wisconsin to confront
the man he holds responsible for his father's suicide, a situation that
proves more complicated than anticipated when he encounters a
ruthless group of killers.
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SUS



SUS

Mania

Larsen, Craig



SUS



Eclipse

SUS



Shadow Season

Piccirilli, Tom

AZ-0395

SUS



Promises in Death

Robb, J. D.



Brass in Pocket

Mariotte, Jeff

SUS



Promises in Death

Robb, J. D.



Shadow of Power

Martini, Steve

SUS



The Last Oracle

Rollins, James



The Perfect Liar

Novak, Brenda



SUS

Fade to Black

Parrish, Leslie

LP-3469

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1271)). Having
discovered a way to manipulate and enhance autistic savants as part
of a plan to bio-engineer the world's next great prophet, a rogue
group of Cold War scientists triggers an unexpectedly dangerous side
effect in its young patients.

AZ-0249

When air force captain Luke Trussell is wrongly accused of rape by
his stalker, victims' rights advocate Ava Bixby falls for Luke and
finds herself targeted by his accuser.

SUS

AZ-0139

(Same as LP-3440) Determined to capture whomever is responsible
for murdering a colleague who recently transferred to New York,
Lieutenant Eve Dallas investigates the victim's life in her former
precinct and uncovers unsettling links to her own painful past.

LP-3466

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1082)). A hate
crime involving the murder of a legal scholar noted for penning
controversial works places defense attorney Paul Madriani in a media
spotlight that compromises his investigation.

SUS

LP-3440

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0139)).
Determined to capture whomever is responsible for murdering a
colleague who recently transferred to New York, Lieutenant Eve
Dallas investigates the victim's life in her former precinct and
uncovers unsettling links to her own painful past.

AZ-0241

(CSI: Crime Scene Investigation) A latest work inspired by the
Emmy-winning television series finds the crime lab's team of
investigators gathering clues from a motel room where a murder has
taken place and recovering disturbing evidence pointing to Detective
Jim Brass.

SUS

AZ-0393

A professor at an isolated girls' prep school, Finn, a former cop
blinded by a random act of violence, must protect his students from a
pair of ruthless criminals who are stalking him for no good reason.

When a coworker is brutally murdered, Angels of Mercy Medical
Center charge nurse Nora Halloran, who is hiding a dark secret,
teams up with her friends, Lydia, an ER attending doctor; Gina, a
resident; and Amanda, a med student, to stop a sadistic killer before
he strikes again.

SUS

AZ-0244

Placing his career on the line to defend a charismatic African
freedom fighter who has been charged with murder by the autocratic
ruler of Luandia's brutal government, California lawyer Damon
Pierce finds his own life at stake as well as that of his client.

Urgent Care

Lyons, C. J.



Patterson, Richard N.

AZ-0131

Hiding a secret life as an assassin while working as a murder analyst
for the Miami police, Dexter Morgan is intrigued by the work of a
new serial killer whose style mimics his own and who Morgan
realizes is inviting him into a deadly competition.

SUS

AZ-0140

Plotting revenge against her unfaithful husband, NYPD cop Lauren
Stillwell inadvertently triggers a series of events that spiral
dangerously out of control and is forced to take a secret job that
threatens everything she stands for.

Darkly Dreaming Dexter

Lindsay, Jeff

The Quickie

Patterson, James

AZ-0392

When his brother becomes the Street Butcher's latest victim,
newspaper photographer Nick Wilder will stop at nothing to unmask
a clever serial killer whom he soon discovers is horrifyingly linked to
his own past.

SUS





Good People

Sakey, Marcus

AZ-0051

AZ-0135

Deeply in debt after years of failed fertility treatments, Tom and
Anna Reed believe that they have a second chance when their
reclusive tenant dies, leaving $400,000 stashed in his kitchen, but the
Reeds soon discover that he had been a criminal who had betrayed
some of the most dangerous men in Chicago.

When the murders of eight people are captured on film and shown on
a secret Web site, FBI Special Agent Dean Taggert, while tracking
this sadistic killer, is lead to the small town of Hope Valley where he
enlists the help of a sexy sheriff who is dealing with secrets of her
own.
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SUS



Heat Lightning

Sandford, John

True Crime

AZ-0311

Summoned by Lucas Davenport to investigate a pair of murders in
which the victims are found with lemons in their mouths, Minnesota
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension investigator Virgil Flowers
struggles to find a connection that could prevent additional killings.
SUS



TRU



AZ-0054

TRU



LP-3473

TRU

AZ-0157



A Poisoned Passion

Fanning, Diane

AZ-0261

The Edgar-nominated author of Written in Blood documents the story
of Wendi Mae Davidson, a veterinarian who was convicted of
murdering her Iraq-veteran husband when he declared his intention of
divorcing her and taking custody of their baby.

Anathem

Stephenson, Neal

Homicide Miami

Traces the murder case involving Miami entrepreneur Frank Griga
and his exotic dancer girlfriend, whose deaths led investigators to the
ringleader of a gang who targeted wealthy Floridians while posing as
bodybuilding gymnasts.

LARGE PRINT. A terrorist plot in London leads Israeli spy Gabriel
Allon on a desperate search for a kidnapped woman, in a race against
time that will compromise Allon's own conscience, and life.
SUS



Davidson, Peter

The Secret Servant

Silva, Daniel

AZ-0260

Draws on victim recordings and perpetrator statements to trace the
story of serial murderer Sheila LaBarre, describing how she sexually
tormented troubled young men before brutally murdering them at her
remote farmhouse.

Investigating the suspicious death of a journalist in Moscow, Gabriel
Allon learns of the machinations of a former KGB colonel whose
covert arms dealing business is part of a larger plot to challenge the
global dominance of the United States.
SUS

The Burn Farm

Benson, Michael

Moscow Rules

Silva, Daniel



AZ-0239

Having lived in a monastery since childhood away from the violent
upheavals of the outside world, Raz becomes one of a group of
formerly cloistered scholars who are appointed by a fear-driven
higher power to avert an impending catastrophe.

TRU  Mommy's Little Girl: The True Story of Casey
Anthony and Her Daughter Caylee's Tragic Fate
Fanning, Diane

SUS



Depraved Indifference

Teller, Joseph

This first full-length account of the story that shocked the nation
follows the investigation into three-year-old Caylee Anthony's
disappearance and murder at the hands of her mother, Casey, who
continues to protest her innocence despite being indicted by a grand
jury.

AZ-0391

When he is seduced into representing the "Audi Assassin," a man
responsible for a drunk driving accident that resulted in the deaths of
eight children, criminal defense attorney Harrison J. Walker struggles
with the moral issues surrounding this case.
SUS



TRU  Secrets in the Cellar: A True Story of the Austrian
Incest Case That Shocked the World

Cold Case

Wilhelm, Kate

Glatt, John

AZ-0129

TRU





TRU

Shoot Him If He Runs

Woods, Stuart

A Sudden Shot
AZ-0179

An Emmy Award-winning investigative journalist traces the serial
shooting spree of Dale Hausner and Sam Dieteman, who targeted
random victims and animals throughout the course of a Phoenix
summer before Detective Cliff Jewell solved the case by prompting
cooperation between area police departments.

AZ-0248

In the aftermath of the vice president's unexpected death, President
Will Lee finds his efforts to select a replacement hampered by a
contender's secret misdeeds, a rogue CIA agent's vengeful plot
against the first lady, and a nuclear threat in Pakistan.
SUS



Kimball, Camille

Mounting Fears

Woods, Stuart

AZ-0323

Relates how retired engineer Josef Fritzl imprisoned and sexually
abused his daughter Elisabeth for twenty-seven years, over the course
of which she bore him seven children, and describes how the
situation was discovered.

(A Barbara Holloway Legal Thriller) When state senator Robert
McCrutchen is murdered, the evidence points to David Etheridge,
who, along with Robert, had been investigated in the death of a coed
twenty-two years earlier, and Barbara Holloway takes on David as a
client, a risk to both her career and her life.
SUS

AZ-0410



Honeymoon with a Killer

Lasseter, Don

LP-3474

AZ-0409

Details the shocking true story of Rebecca Salcedo, who, with her
easy smile and sexy body, set her sights on a shy engineer who
quickly fell victim to her charms, giving her whatever she wanted,
including marriage, until she, with the help of two family members,
decided to kill him for his fortune.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AU-0871)). Sent by
the CIA to a beautiful Caribbean island where they are to track down
murderous rogue agent Teddy Fay, the team of Stone Barrington,
Holly Barker, and Dino Baldachetti finds their mission thwarted by
corrupt local politicians and secretive American expatriates.
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TRU  Armed and Dangerous: The Hunt for One of
America's Most Wanted Criminals
Queen, William

WES

WES



AZ-0402

WES



AZ-0253

WES



WES







Longarm and the Gila River Murders
AZ-0149

AZ-0252
WES



Longarm and the Lone Star Trackdown

Evans, Tabor

AZ-0318

(A Longarm Giant Novel) When his lover, beautiful heiress Jessica
Starbuck, is kidnapped by a French dandy and held for ransom, U.S.
Marshal Custis Long must risk his own life to save hers.

WES

AZ-0148



Longarm and the Pleasant Valley War

Evans, Tabor

Resisting intimidating night bandits who work for someone who
would use deadly means to force land owners to sell, Ben Elliott and
his fellow holdouts band together to protect their livestock, land, and
families throughout a series of devastatingly violent nights.
WES

AZ-0317

(No. 369) When the hard-working and passionate Cindy Allison is
targeted by murderous prospectors who would claim her family's
Arizona ranch, Deputy Marshal Custis Long becomes the young
woman's protector against her unethical boss and a brutal hit man.

Days of Vengeance

Conwell, Kent

Longarm and Sierra Sue

Evans, Tabor

When the arrival of bank robber Harm Cody disrupts the peace and
quiet of Asininity, cantankerous saloon owner Marshal Barjack
struggles to protect the town's interests, a situation that is
compromised by a vengeful Cherokee and an attractive young
sharpshooter.
WES



AZ-0313

Barjack and the Unwelcome Ghost

Conley, Robert J.

AZ-0256

(Longarm, No. 371) After being pistol-whipped by Sierra Sue during
a bank robbery, Deputy Marshal Custis Long does not remember
agreeing to marry a soiled dove who claims she is pregnant with his
child, and, more importantly, cannot remember where he put his gun.

When he is hired by a powerful criminal from San Francisco's
notorious Barbary Coast to draw out six of his worst enemies, bounty
hunter John Tone turns his back on the law and loads his Colt for the
last time.
WES

The Savage Breed

Evans, Tabor

Bounty Hunter

Compton, Ralph

AZ-0400

Having made formidable enemies in their wartime services as
rangers, Travis and Chase find themselves embroiled in the MexicanAmerican war and realize that a former adversary is fighting on their
side.

(.45-Caliber, No. 6) When a feud between a weary rancher and a
vengeful band of Native Americans escalates to murderous levels,
Cuno Massey finds himself a lone protector for the rancher's
daughter, a situation that is further complicated by bears and a squad
of territorial marshals.
WES



Denmon, Randy

.45-Caliber Firebrand

Brandvold, Peter

Escape from Fire River

After recovering stolen gold, Lawrence Shaw, the fastest gun alive,
must take a stand against the vicious Garris "the Cat" Cantro and his
band of thieves and killers.

(The Lawman, No. 5) When the hanging judge is assassinated right
before an execution and a prisoner escapes, U.S. Marshal Jack Slade
finds a clue to the identity of the culprit which leads him to the town
of Last Resort where he comes face-to-face with the son of Dixie.
WES



Cotton, Ralph

Hanging Judge

Brandt, Lyle

AZ-0147

Notorious gunfighter Lawrence Shaw's drunken sabbatical in Mexico
is abruptly halted when he is targeted by bounty hunters and a
Mexican agent for his role in taking out two bandits, a situation that
is further complicated by the greedy ambitions of a powerful cattle
king.

Western


Crossing Fire River

Cotton, Ralph

AZ-0156

A former ATF agent describes his 1985 mission as a rookie agent to
apprehend Mark Stephens, a deranged, violent drug trafficker who
had been terrorizing communities around Los Angeles, and his
dangerous venture into the backwoods, using his wilderness skills, to
find the survivalist.

WES



AZ-0404

(No. 372) Sent to the rangelands of Texas to stop a bloody rampage
of violence, Deputy Marshal Custis Long must lay down the law in
this untamed land where old feuds never die.

Rider of Death Valley

Coolidge, Dane

WES

AZ-0150



Longarm and the Shotgun Man

Evans, Tabor

Challenging fearful rumors about the dangers of Death Valley when
he rides into a nearby town bearing a gold nugget, Johnny Lightfoot
triggers a gold-fever rush that illuminates the truth about Death
Valley's poisoned water, hostile Native Americans, and ghostly
horses.

AZ-0254

(No. 370) Taking an undercover assignment guarding a robberyplagued stagecoach line, Deputy U.S. Marshal Custis Long tackles
the deadliest adversaries of his career, a situation that is complicated
by two spoiled ladies.
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WES



Death Ground

Gorman, Ed

WES

AZ-0399



Slocum and the Rustler on the Run

Logan, Jake

When a $1,000 reward is posted for Kriker, a mountain man
supposedly involved in a deadly robbery, Leo Guild, determined to
collect the bounty, embarks on a dangerous journey through the icy
wilderness to find his quarry only to discover that sometimes the law
is wrong.

WES



WES



Texas Cowboys

Mc Guire, Tim
Bloodshed of Eagles

Johnstone, William W.

WES



Gallows

Randisi, Robert J.



AZ-0316

(The Last Gunfighter, No. 20) When he hears rumors of a vicious
man-beast terrorizing the northern woods of California, and that a
local timber baron has put a bounty on its head, gun-fighting legend
Frank Morgan, who does not believe in such creatures, sets outs to
find the truth before someone gets hurt.

WES



WES



WES



AZ-0321

WES



AZ-0398

Lincoln's Revenge
AZ-0403

(Gunsmith Giant, No. 14) When Boston Corbett, the man who shot
Lincoln's assassin, escapes from a Topeka insane asylum, Clint
Adams must bring him back alive and in one piece especially since
Boston is determined to surpass his legend.

AZ-0406

WES



Message on the Wind

Roberts, J. R.

AZ-0319

(The Gunsmith, No. 334) When he stumbles upon a cry for help
written on a piece of newspaper from a town he has never seen on
any map, Clint Adams, determined to find the truth, starts asking
questions that no one seems to want to answer.

Slocum and the Medicine Man

Logan, Jake



Roberts, J. R.

(Slocum, No. 369) When he is wrongly accused of murder, Slocum,
longing to spend some time in the arms of his lady friend, is
determined to escape from jail and get even with the men responsible
for framing him.

WES

Crossing the Line

(The Gunsmith, No. 335) When a sore loser goes after his lover, a
beautiful faro dealer who shows him some new tricks at the table and
in bed, Clint Adam gambles with his own life to take down the
enemy.

Slocum and the Living Dead Man

Logan, Jake



Roberts, J. R.

(Slocum, No. 368) John Slocum meets his match in Belle Starr, a
pistol-packing prairie princess with the mind of an outlaw.

WES

AZ-0407

AZ-0315

Slocum and Belle Starr

Logan, Jake

Texas Blood Feud

When Chet Byrnes, trying to hold the ranch together through one
more winter for one more cattle drive, hangs three horse thieves, he
ignites a blood feud that leads to murder and violence.

Colter Farrow, fueled by hatred, sets out on a mission of revenge
against the men responsible for murdering his stepfather, but as his
list of targets grows and the truth about his stepfather's brutal death is
revealed, he must confront the murderous darkness that lurks within
his own heart.

WES



Richards, Dusty

The Guns of Sapinero

Leslie, Frank

AZ-0314

When he comes to the rescue of a woman being beaten by a gang of
outlaws, Lancaster finds his good deed getting him in hot water when
he is accused of murdering the woman's husband who was a town
deputy.

Sudden Fury

Johnstone, William W.

AZ-0153

Pursuing various unorthodox means of gaining a fortune, card player
Rance Cash makes his way to the profitable railroad community of
Abilene, where he confronts the likes of Jesse James and Marshal Bill
Hickock before endeavoring to spring a friend from jail.

AZ-0144

Made a lieutenant colonel when Colorado prepares to join the Union,
unlikely military man Falcon MacCallister loses a man and two
dangerous weapons in a murderous ambush, a situation that prompts
him to track the stolen guns through eastern Montana with the help of
scout Isaiah Dorman.

WES

AZ-0152

(No. 366) Having run rustler and murderer Harvey Smollets out of
Tucson, John Slocum is forced to prepare for a showdown against the
unrepentant outlaw when fate brings them face-to-face again.

AZ-0258

(No. 367) Enlisted by the U.S. army to track down a renegade
Apache medicine man who has kidnapped a young Mormon wife,
John Slocum follows their trail to the Sierra Madres, where he is
temporarily blinded by a vengeful Mexican man who abducts
Slocum's female guide.

WES



The Town Council Meeting

Roberts, J. R.

AZ-0154

(The Gunsmith, No. 332) Playing poker with his Wyoming town
saloon's lawyer, judge, and mayor when he is wrongfully accused of
murdering a ranch owner, gunman Clint Adams sees the game turn
into an impromptu trial watched by twenty angry ranch hands eager
for his conviction.
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WES



Virgil Earp, Private Detective

Roberts, J. R.

WES

AZ-0259



WES
AZ-0401



WOM



AZ-0145

WOM

Riverboat Rampage

Sharpe, Jon



AZ-0255

AZ-0405

(The Trailsman, No. 337) When he agrees to help an old frontier
buddy guard shipments of silver from the mines to the town, he gets
caught in the middle of a war between bandits, and becomes the
target of a vendetta-packing family.

WES



WOM



AZ-0322

The Rattlesnake Season

Sweazy, Larry D.

AZ-0426



The Oprah Magazine
AZ-0424

(December 2009) Cover: Oprah and Ellen DeGeneres. Win a trip to
the Oprah Show, the Ellen Show, plus every gift in our holiday
guide!; You've got the power! Master the art of being lucky; What
Ellen DeGeneres knows for sure (she thinks); "The secret to real
happiness is sharing it."; 80 inspiring ways to get your glow on: Our
gifts to you: Perfect party dresses (for $40!), can't-put-down books,
decadent recipes, soulful journeys.

(The Trailsman, No. 336) When he is drugged during a stagecoach
robbery and unable to protect his fellow passengers, Fargo is blamed
by the entire town and, with the help of a beautiful backwoods nurse,
must find out who is trying to set him up to take the fall.
WES

The Oprah Magazine

Winfrey, Oprah

Utah Outlaws

Sharpe, Jon

AZ-0378

(January 2010) The O Plan for a fresh start: How to get what you
really want this year: A healthier body!-20 delicious superfoods:
More money!-Suze Orman's 2010 take-control guide: Weight loss
that sticks!-Dr. Oz's 5 simple secrets for keeping the pounds off: An
extra shot of happiness!-A better bra, cool boots, lush lipsticks, an
excellent cheap wine or two; Eat, Pray, Love. . . And then what? An
exclusive excerpt from Elizabeth Gilbert's inspiring new book; Can
you transform your whole life in 60 days? One woman's incredible
journey begins.

Silver Showdown

Sharpe, Jon



Winfrey, Oprah

(The Trailsman, No. 335) Recognizing the methods of a pair of
brothers who use fixed fights and sob stories to scam money from
others, Skye Fargo is forced to protect the con artists when their latest
target violently retaliates.

WES

The Oprah Magazine

(November 2009) Who are you meant to be? A step-by-step guide to
finding (and fulfilling) your life's purpose, 20 questions that will
change the way you see yourself; "There was no way to atone", for
the first time ever, a Columbine shooter's mother tells her story; How
to talk so people really listen: 4 ways to make yourself heard; You
could pay $100 for haircolor or you could turn to page 202; The $35
winter coat (and it's gorgeous!)

(The Trailsman, No. 334) Discovering a dead body near the town of
Cawthorne, Skye Fargo brings the body into town to be buried but
learns that the community is being terrorized by a ruthless killer.

WES



Winfrey, Oprah

Colorado Clash

Sharpe, Jon

AZ-0151

Women’s Studies

AZ-0146

Taking ownership of an abandoned coal mine in order to raise the
money for his dream ranch, Huck Brannon finds his efforts
compromised by a band of renegades and a Native American
uprising.



Shoot-out at Broken Bow

When his partner, U.S. Deputy Marshal Casey Dixon, is vengefully
targeted by the outlaw Blanton family for hanging their cop-killing
youngest son, Buck Avery postpones his retirement in order to take
the family down.

The Cowpuncher

Scott, Bradford

WES



West, Charles G.

Harlan Breen, falsely accused of murdering a woman, is determined
to break out of prison and find the real killer, a man named Harlan
Jarrett, before he is hanged.
WES

AZ-0257

(Wilderness, No. 61) Loving her adventurous life in the Rocky
Mountains, Evelyn King joins her Nansusequa neighbors during a
buffalo hunt only to find her party ambushed by a gang of scalp
hunters who are cutting a violent swath toward New Mexico territory.

Harlan

Roderus, Frank

The Scalp Hunters

Thompson, David

(The Gunsmith, No. 333) Journeying to the fledgling town of Colton
to assess Wyatt Earp's brother's struggling detective agency, Clint
Adams becomes involved in a potentially lucrative assignment
involving a secretive woman's missing sister.
WES



WOM

AZ-0320



The Oprah Magazine

Winfrey, Oprah

Newly widowed, Josiah Wolfe rejoins the Texas Rangers as part of
the Frontier Battalion and is caught in a moral quandary when his
first assignment is to escort his friend, a former lawman and soldier,
to the hangman's noose.

AZ-0018

(February 2010) 100 things that are (actually) getting better: Prepare
to be delighted, inspired and very relieved; Coming into your own:
And how to look gorgeous when you get there; Stay away from these
women! The 5 kinds of "friends" that bring you down; Don't change
your body. . .change your jeans! Find your dream fit.
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Friendly Tips:
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if there is no name it is hard to match up the order with the books. If there is a name on it,
you are sure to get your order.
3. We no longer have the mailing permit for the yellow order cards so they will not go
through the USPS if you send it alone. If you have any yellow cards left over, you can
still use them, just enclose them in the canvas bags with your books.
4. If you have not yet returned your updated registration form, please call us to fill one out
by phone. Once we are up and running with the new system, those of you who did not
update a form will not receive a catalog until we have one on file.
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